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Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project 

 
 

 
 
PROJECT OVERVIEW:  This application is for a rail transportation infrastructure investment 
through west central Alabama, an area know as the Black Belt, to help this Economically 
Distressed Area (EDA) address severe and chronic unemployment and poverty.  Specifically, the 
project would replace the main line rail on the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B) in Alabama 
to create significant economic development opportunities in the Black Belt region. 
 
The project will create 93 direct jobs, and create or preserve 254 indirect and 108 induced jobs 
during construction.  Within 3 years of project completion, 715 direct jobs will be created and 
another 689 indirect and 488 induced jobs will be created or preserved.  This project will directly 
facilitate a second phase of work on M&B to allow the railroad to handle 286,000-pound (286k) 
rail shipments, the current industry standard, providing a modern rail freight corridor through the 
heart of the Black Belt.  Over a 20-year period, achieving 286k will provide even more 
significant job opportunities.  All of the project economic impacts and significant public benefits 
are summarized on the following page.  Finally, the project will contribute to the economic 
competitiveness of the United States by improving assets of long-term strategic importance to 
the movement of goods between the Southeast and the Southwest, West, and Mexico.   
 
APPLICANT:     Alabama Department of Transportation (DUNS NO:  837892371) 
 
SUB-GRANTEE:   Meridian and Bigbee Railroad, L.L.C. (DUNS NO:  831811158),                

a wholly-owned subsidiary of Genesee & Wyoming Inc.   
 

PROJECT SIZE AND GRANT REQUESTED:  The total project cost is $79.7 million of which 
$14.5 million has been funded by the M&B.  On behalf of the M&B, ALDOT requests a $65.3 
million TIGER grant to fund the balance of the project. 
 
LOCATION:   M&B operations extend from Montgomery, Alabama to Meridian, Mississippi.  
The proposed improvement project will extend from Burkville, AL (approximately 20 miles west 
of Montgomery) to the Alabama – Mississippi state line, a distance of 125 miles.   The project 
traverses all or parts of Lowndes, Dallas, Marengo, Choctaw, and Wilcox Counties, a highly 
rural area.  The project falls predominately in the 7th Congressional District (Cong. Artur Davis), 
except for the far eastern part of the line in Lowndes County which is in the 2nd Congressional 
District (Cong. Bobby Bright). 
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POINT OF CONTACT: 
 
Primary:      Secondary: 
Duncan Joseph (Joe) McInnes   Jerry Vest 
Director      Assistant Vice President  
Alabama Department of Transportation  Meridian and Bigbee Railroad,  L.L.C. 
1409 Coliseum Boulevard    P.O. Box 38652 
Montgomery AL 36110    Pittsburgh PA  15238 
Telephone: (334) 242-6311    Telephone: (412) 963-1805 
Fax:  (334) 262-8041     Fax:  (717) 771-1775 
mcinnesj@dot.state.al.us    jvest@gwrr.com 
 

PROJECT BENEFITS           
 

M&B Rail Project – Summary of 20-Year Benefits1 
  

Rail Replacement 
 

Rail Replacement and 
Subsequent Work to 

Achieve 286k 
Industrial Jobs    
  Direct 715 4,506 
  Indirect 689 3,396 
  Induced 488 2,973 
   
Transportation Jobs    
  Direct 78 123 
  Indirect 70 126 
  Induced 60 108 
   
Truck VMT Avoided, 20-year total 
(millions) 

 
2,248.6 

 
5,622.7 

  
(millions of $; NPV, discounted at 7%) 

Net Fuel Savings (millions) $671.2 $1,484.2 
GHG Savings, 20-year total (millions) $60.5 $107.5 
Highway Maintenance and Congestion 
Savings (millions) 

 
$232.0 

 
$547.6 

Avoided Costs from Highway Crashes 
(millions) 

 
$13.6 

 
$31.9 

                                                
1  The methodology for the benefits calculations is attached as Appendix 1.  

mailto:jvest@gwrr.com
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PROJECT PARTNERS 
 
The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) is the government agency responsible for 
transportation infrastructure in the State of Alabama.  ALDOT is organized into nine geographic 
regions, with a central office in Montgomery.  The Department has approximately 4,750 
employees and manages an annual budget of $1 billion. 
 
Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B) is a Class III 165-mile short line2 extending from Meridian, 
Mississippi to Montgomery, Alabama.   M&B operates and maintains 148 miles of trackage 
between Meridian and Burkville, Lowndes County, Alabama, and has trackage rights to operate 
over CSXT Transportation (CSXT) from Burkville to Montgomery.  M&B employs 44 workers, 
owns approximately 200 railcars, and operates 10 locomotives.  In 2008, the railroad handled 
approximately 19,000 carloads and 2.98 million tons of cargo, including paper, lumber, minerals, 
coal and ore, metals petroleum products and other chemicals.  M&B directly serves 20 customers 
who are responsible for 2,650 industrial jobs.  On June 1, 2005 M&B was acquired and became a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Genesee & Wyoming Inc. (GWI).   
 
GWI owns and operates short line and regional freight railroads in the United States, Canada, 
Australia and the Netherlands and owns a minority interest in a railroad in Bolivia.  Operations 
currently include 63 railroads organized in nine regions, with more than 6,800 miles of owned 
and leased track and approximately 3,000 additional miles under track access arrangements.  
GWI provides rail service at 16 ports in North America and Europe and performs contract coal 
loading and railcar switching for industrial customers. 

                                                
2 Class III railroads are defined by the Surface Transportation Board as railroads with annual carrier 
operating revenues of $40 million or less, and all switching and terminal companies regardless of the 
level of operating revenues. 
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PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED 
 
The Black Belt of Alabama consists of twelve counties in the central part of the State, generally 
extending from Montgomery to the Mississippi state line.  The region derives its name from the 
dark, rich, and fertile soil overlaying an impervious subsoil base chalk that dates back to 
prehistoric times.  This soil focused the economy of the Black Belt on agriculture over the last 
two hundred years.  While the crops raised in the region have evolved over the years, shifting 
from cotton to a more diverse base of commodities, the dominance of agriculture in the Black 
Belt continues today. 
 
In part because of its historic dependence on agriculture, the Black Belt lags the rest of Alabama, 
and indeed the entire South, in economic development.  As noted by the University of Alabama 
Department of Community Affairs,  
 

"Major characteristics of the Black Belt counties include:  

 Primary industry remains agriculture with little industrial or commercial development  
 Proportionally large African American population  
 High unemployment rate  
 Low rates of educational attainment  
 Isolated from major transportation infrastructure"3 

The poverty of the Black Belt is indeed significant.  According to preliminary July 2009 
information provided by the Alabama Department of Industrial Relations, Black Belt counties 
are among the highest in unemployment, with rates ranging from 11.6% to 24.9%.  The three 
counties with the highest unemployment rates in Alabama are in the Black Belt:  Wilcox 
(24.9%), Dallas (21.1%), and Perry (20.0%).  As noted by Governor Bob Riley in 2004, "…these 
counties currently suffer from severe economic stagnation due to a lack of infrastructure and 
economic opportunities … eight Black Belt counties are among the 100 poorest counties in the 
United States, and poverty rates in the Black Belt, generally, rank all twelve of these Black Belt 
counties in the poorest 13 percent of counties nationally…"4 
 
A primary reason for the continued significant poverty and unemployment in the Black Belt has 
been the lack of industrial and economic development in the region.  According to the Alabama 
Development Office (ADO), a renaissance of economic development in the state started with the 
announcement of the Mercedes Benz automobile assembly plant in Tuscaloosa in 1993.  
However, since that time very little of the state-wide development has taken place in the Black 
Belt.  The recent ADO list of "Major New Industry Announcements in Alabama, 1999 – 2008"5 
includes 36 announcements of facilities being constructed in Alabama (and one "temporary 
delayed").  Of those 36 new major facilities either constructed or advancing to construction since 
1999, none located in the Black Belt. 
 
Why has this significant growth in economic activity avoided the Black Belt?  A major reason, 
according to the University of Alabama Department of Community Affairs is "isolation from 

                                                
3
 Per University of Alabama Community Affairs web site, August 30, 2009. 

4 Statement by Governor Bob Riley, August 14, 2004. 
5 List provided by the Alabama Development Office, August 12, 2009. 
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major transportation infrastructure."6  It is important to note that of the 36 major new industrial 
sites located in Alabama since 1999 referenced above, 22 are the types of industry requiring 
access to rail freight services.   
 
The deficiencies of the transportation infrastructure in the Black Belt extend to the M&B, a 148-
mile long Class III short line connecting Montgomery, Alabama to Meridian, Mississippi.  
Despite its potential to support economic development in the Black Belt, M&B is limited due to 
old, inadequate rail on 125 miles of its main line through Alabama.  This rail limits train speed 
and reliability, and cannot support the current industry-standard 286k rail car shipments.  For this 
reason, industries requiring rail freight services often do not consider sites served by the M&B.  
It is also a reason why the M&B is not used as a route in the national rail network to connect the 
Southeastern United States to the U.S. Southwest and Mexico. 
 
M&B runs through the heart of the Black Belt, serving five Alabama counties:  Lowndes, Dallas, 
Wilcox, Marengo, and Choctaw.  The railroad dates back to 1917 with its original line between 
Myrtlewood, Alabama and Meridian, Mississippi.  During its early history, it served the cotton 
industry in the Black Belt.  Now, it is heavily focused on serving the timber and forest products 
industry in the Black Belt. 
   

 
Black Belt Counties (shaded), and M&B Main Line 

 
In 2003, operations on the railroad made a significant expansion from Myrtlewood to 
Montgomery, Alabama.  This extension provides the communities and customers served by the 
M&B in the Black Belt with competitive, unbiased access to three major Class I railroads:  CSX 
Transportation (CSXT), Kansas City Southern Railway (KCS), and Norfolk Southern (NS).  
Access to these carriers makes the M&B a strategic asset of regional and national significance.  
The CSXT – M&B – KCS rail route between Atlanta and Dallas is approximately 156 miles 

                                                
6 Per University of Alabama Community Affairs web site, August 30, 2009. 
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shorter than the current routing of CSXT – KCS traffic through the congested New Orleans 
gateway. 
 
Importance of this east – west network connectivity of the M&B main line between Montgomery 
and Meridian was demonstrated following Hurricane Katrina in August of 2005.  This hurricane 
caused tremendous loss of life and property damage along the gulf coast of Alabama, 
Mississippi, and Louisiana.  Included in the destruction caused by this hurricane was the CSXT  
Gulf Coast main line, as summarized by CSXT itself:  "The most severe storm impact is 
concentrated on the 100-mile CSX route between Pascagoula, Miss., and New Orleans, including 
several bridges."7  Following the hurricane, CSXT began rerouting traffic normally interchanged 
with KCS via New Orleans over the M&B.  This traffic averaged almost 2,700 carloads per 
month, and continued until September 2007, well after the January 18, 2006 re-opening of the 
CSX Gulf Coast main line.  The CSXT – KCS traffic was eventually re-routed back to the Gulf 
Coast route through New Orleans, due in large part to the lack of an upgraded M&B main line. 
 
The M&B main line is the next most northern east – west rail main line after the CSXT Gulf 
Coast line, but the M&B route is far enough inland from the Gulf that it is largely spared the risk 
of physical damage and service interruptions routinely caused by hurricanes coming ashore in 
Alabama, Mississippi or Louisiana.  As demonstrated by Hurricane Katrina, this damage 
potential can be significant to rail lines south of M&B.  According to CSXT, "Over the past five 
months, the company has been working to restore six major bridges, more than 40 miles of track, 
and its major rail yard in New Orleans. The largest engineering challenge was the nearly two-
mile bridge at Bay St. Louis, Miss."8   
 
M&B already directly supports 2,650 industrial sector jobs in the Black Belt, providing 
necessary rail services to 13 rail customers in Alabama and 7 in Mississippi.  The largest two 
customers are both located in Alabama:  Georgia Pacific in Naheola, Choctaw County, and 
International Paper in Selma, Dallas County.  These two companies employ a combined 1,850 
workers.  There are five sites served by the M&B in the Black Belt identified by the ADO 
website as ready and available for new industrial development, totaling 1,720 acres.  Included is 
the "South Dallas Goodwin" site, with a total of 305 acres located east of Selma in Dallas 
County.  This site is one of only nine premier "Alabama AdvantageSite" sites available across 
the entire State for industrial development. 
 
Replacement of the M&B main line rail in Alabama is greatly beyond the financial capabilities 
of this railroad, and the State of Alabama has no funding mechanism to help with this type of 
project.  Since acquisition by its current owner in 2005, over 46% of the freight revenues 
generated by this railroad have been reinvested back into maintaining and improving track and 
structures.  The cost of replacing the M&B Alabama main line rail, at $65.3 million, cannot be 
made on the current economics of the railroad.  Replacement of this rail is the basis for this 
TIGER grant application. 
 
If awarded a TIGER grant, this project will create two major groups of public benefits for 
improving the overall economic situation of the Black Belt: 
   

 First and foremost, the project will create much needed employment in the Black Belt.  
This project will create 93 construction jobs directly associated with its construction, 
beginning immediately on execution of the grant agreement, and create or preserve 

                                                
7 CSX Transportation Press Release, September 1, 2005 
8 CSX Transportation Press Release, January 18, 2006 
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another 254 indirect and 108 induced jobs.  Within 4 years of the start of the project, 715 
direct jobs will be created and another 689 indirect and 488 induced jobs will be created 
or preserved.  Within 5 years of completion of this project, additional improvements to 
the M&B main line in Alabama will allow the M&B to handle 286k shipments.  
Completion of both phases of the M&B upgrade will create a total of  4,506 new direct 
jobs and create or preserve 3,396 indirect and 2,973 induced jobs over 20 years.  Both 
this TIGER project and subsequent improvements will be catalysts for significant future 
job growth in the Black Belt.    

 
 The project is of national and regional significance.  By making the M&B line through 

the Black Belt into part of the modern rail corridor between the Southeast and Southwest 
and Mexico, this more direct route will not only reduce transit times and environmental 
impacts for trans-regional traffic, but also directly facilitate the development of 
intermodal facilities and traffic in the Black Belt itself.  According to one regional 
development expert, "This is why the M&B rail TIGER rail project is so important to us 
... we can move forward with efforts to make Selma a truly multi-modal center.  There 
are two locations southeast of Selma on the M&B that are "shovel ready" to construct an 
intermodal terminal. This terminal would directly compliment the significant sites 
available in and around the Craig Field Airport and Industrial Complex currently 
available for distribution centers, build off of the highway projects, and airport 
improvements already underway in our region."9 

 
This project is "shovel ready". Its pre-construction engineering work is complete, and its 
application for a Categorical Exclusion from the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is 
ready for review and approval.  M&B management is committed to completing the project in less 
than 15 months after execution of the grant agreement.  At the same time, and perhaps unlike 
some other TIGER grant requests, this project is "scalable" and can be tackled in steps if 
necessary.  However, the overwhelming need for transportation infrastructure investments in the 
Black Belt, and the solid public benefits this project can provide, strongly support full funding of 
this request. 
 

The project has broad and diverse support from federal, state and local elected officials, the 
Black Belt Action Committee, the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs, 
economic development officials, and the M&B Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes 
Union.10 
 
Through a partnership with the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), ALDOT believes 
this project that will produce the kinds of local, regional, and national impacts and public 
benefits envisioned by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.  This project is in keeping 
with the commitment of ALDOT and the State of Alabama to improve the transportation 
infrastructure in the Black Belt to help mobility and economic development in this very 
distressed region. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project will replace the main line rail 
on the M&B from the western Alabama border to Burkville, Lowndes County, Alabama, a 

                                                
9 M. Wayne Vardaman, Selma & Dallas County Economic Development Authority, September 1, 2009. 
10 The letters of support are attached as Appendix 2. 
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distance of 125 miles, including replacement of all 39 main line turnouts and two at-grade 
crossings with other rail lines.  Rail is sized by its weight per 3 foot section; 90-pound rail means 
the rail weighs 90 pounds per yard.  Rail weight and durability are generally correlated.  Modern 
rail ranges in weight from 115 to 140 pounds per yard.  The current 90 and 100-pound rail on the 
M&B main line is old, inferior and made prior to controlled cooling technology.  This results in 
many internal defects in the rail that increases the possibility of rail failures and requires frequent 
inspections .  The new rail will be a minimum of 115-pound rail and made to modern, control-
cooled standards.  It will be installed as continuous welded rail, eliminating the joints to improve 
the durability and reduce maintenance requirements.   
 

CSXT to

Atlanta

M&B

BNSF to 

Memphis

KCS to 

Dallas

AGR

Project

Location

NS to

Mobile

NS to

Atlanta

 
The location of the project is highlighted in red. 

 
As the new rail is installed, the track structure will be re-aligned with the necessary cross ties and 
ballast to ensure proper track geometry to support higher track speeds.  Current speed limit on 
the line is a maximum of 25 MPH; following installation of the rail much of the line will be 
increased to 40 MPH.  Specifically, currently the main line has 9.1 miles at 10 MPH, 10 miles at 
15 MPH, 2.9 miles at 20 MPH, and 103 miles at 25 MPH.  Following completion of this project, 
the main line will have 7 miles at 10 MPH (due to curve and bridge restrictions) and 117 miles at 
40 MPH. 
 

Finally, M&B will use the grant to repair or rebuild all 126 public and private grade crossings on 
the main line.  A collaborative effort between ALDOT, local and county officials, and M&B will 
indentify the most-needed grade crossings for rebuilding.  Depending on vehicle traffic levels at 
the specific crossings, the rebuilt crossings will be constructed with pre-fabricated concrete 
panels, timber road crossing panels, or rubber road crossing surfaces.   
 
The new rail contained in this project is the most significant investment required to allow M&B 
to handle 286k rail shipments, the standard of the U.S. rail network.  The current M&B weight 
limit is 263,000-pounds per railcar.  Reaching the 286k limit will require a second and final 
phase of improving the M&B main line involving bridge rehabilitations and rebuilding, at an 
estimated cost of $20 million.  M&B management firmly believes that approval of this TIGER 
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grant request and replacement of the main line rail will significantly improve the ability of the 
railroad to secure additional private and public funds to undertake and complete the necessary 
bridge work within five years of installation of the new main line rail.  Increasing the M&B main 
line to 286k weight limit will allow a second and extremely significant level of new public 
benefits to Black Belt. 

GRANT FUNDS AND SOURCES AND USES OF PROJECT FUNDS 
 
The net cost of the M&B rail replacement project is $79.7 million, including $14.5 million in 
previous upgrades made solely by the M&B and a $2.7 million offset for the value of the 
salvaged rail.  ALDOT requests a grant of $65.3 million to fund the balance of the project.  The 
funds will be used to replace rail ($53,893,500), surface (re-align) the new rail ($2,489,325), 
improve grade crossings ($3,194,400) and for engineering and project management 
($5,682,178).  The breakdown of material and labor costs is summarized below.  A detailed 
spreadsheet of the project costs is attached as Appendix 3. 
 
 

 
Design/Eng. 

Costs 

Construction  
Costs 

 
M&B 

Contributions 

 
Total 

Project Cost 

 
Grant 

Request Labor  Materials 
$5,682,178 $3,259,200 $56,318,025 $14,489,554 $79,748,957 $65,259,403 

A.   LONG TERM OUTCOMES 
 
NOTE:  All benefit dollar totals referenced in the following two sections ("Long-Term 
Outcomes" and "Job Creation and Economic Stimulus") are Net Present Values over a twenty 
year period after construction of the project, using the USDOT recommended 7% interest rate.  
These values will be preceded by "NPV". 

State of Good Repair 
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project fully supports the goals of the 
ALDOT 2008 Rail Plan11.  This plan evaluated rail carriers and shippers, communities and other 
elements comprising the rail transportation network so that each element can perform its proper 
role in an efficient and equitable manner.  The 2008 plan adopted a series of goals, including: 
 

 Maintain a viable rail freight and passenger transportation system that is 
essential to the economic viability and continued prosperity of all the 
regions of Alabama; 

 
 Recognize the importance of the rail mode to the economic development 

of Alabama, including the development of its energy resources, in the 
transportation process; and 

 
 Promote the viability of the private railroad mode via the analysis and 

possible modification of certain system components. 
 

                                                
11 Alabama Department of Transportation, Bureau of Multimodal Transportation, Alabama Rail Plan 2008, page 1.2 
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The report also recognized the need for public financial assistance to help Class II and Class III 
railroads upgrade their track structures to carry 286,000-pound railcars, noting that “... the tracks 
and bridges of much of the nation’s short-line system are inadequate to handle the newer 
286,000-pound and 315,000-pound railcars now coming on line. It has been estimated that the 
cost of upgrading the nation’s short-line system to handle 286,000-pound railcars will be $6.9 
billion.  In recent years, these needs have been largely addressed by public investment.  Making 
these investments and realizing their benefits will require a new partnership among the railroads, 
the states, and the federal government.” 12 
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project serves each of these objectives, 
most importantly the objective for economic development.  As discussed throughout this 
application, the improvement of the M&B will provide a tremendous catalyst to economic 
development in the Black Belt by attracting new industries to locate on the railroad.   
 
The M&B substandard main line track structure is a barrier to attracting new rail-served 
industries.  Today, the M&B operates at a maximum speed of 25 miles per hour.  Approximately 
20% of the Alabama trackage operates under slow orders, limiting train speed to between 10 and 
20 miles per hour.  The current service schedule allots a full day to transport freight from 
Montgomery to Meridian.  The current M&B main line rail in Alabama was produced between 
50 and 80 years ago, and much of it between Myrtlewood and Burkville was "cascaded" from 
other locations as second hand rail.   
 
A major problem associated with the current M&B main line rail is that when it was produced it 
was "non-controlled cooled", meaning that immediately after its rolling at the rail mill it was left 
to cool in the normal atmosphere.  Later it was determined that this method of producing rail 
resulted in random patterns in the metallurgical grain structure of the steel, creating internal 
weak spots that cannot typically be detected from the outward visual condition of the rail.  
Modern rail is produced with "controlled cooling", resulting in a consistent grain structure within 
the steel and a much stronger and durable rail when placed in use.  The non-controlled cool rail 
on the M&B increases the risk of sudden failures and breaks in the rail, typically caused by a 
passing train.  This has resulted in significant number of derailments on the railroad, requires 
slower speed limits over the line, and demands much more intensive and frequent inspections of 
the rail.  The only solution to this is to replace the rail with new, control cooled, continuous 
welded rail.    
 
Replacing the rail on the M&B will produce significant savings to customers with reduced transit 
times, more consistent service, less maintenance interruptions, and reduced derailments caused 
by undetected rail failures. The existing rail requires frequent repairs and increased inspections 
and surfacing, all of which will be significantly reduced with the new rail. Over a recent 21-
month period, there were 24 derailments, costing $5.9 million.  More than half of the derailments 
over the period were rail-related.  M&B management projects that if the rail is not replaced, the 
railroad could experience 150 or more rail-related derailments, costing approximately $28 
million (2009 dollars), over the next 20 years.  Including other costs that would be avoided by 
replacing the rail, the total rail maintenance savings over a 20-year period are estimated at NPV 
$29.1 million, nearly 45% of the cost to replace the rail, as summarized in the following table. 
 

                                                
12 Alabama Department of Transportation, Bureau of Multimodal Transportation, Alabama Rail Plan 2008, page 1.5 
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20-Year Savings from New Rail (2009 $)

Current Annual Cost Cost with New Rail Annual Savings

20-Year Savings 

(2009 Dollars)

Avoided rail-related derailments 1,357,679$                   -$                            1,357,679$              28,202,880$           

Ultrasonic and Induction Rail Testing Savings 60,000$                        36,000$                      24,000$                    480,000$                

Repair Costs 139,000$                      24,000$                      115,000$                  2,300,000$             

Tie Replacement 1,993,870$                   1,842,070$                151,800$                  3,036,000$             

Rail Joint Maintenance 272,000$                      -$                            272,000$                  5,440,000$             

Surfacing 500,000$                      250,000$                    250,000$                  5,000,000$             

Total Savings 4,322,549$                   2,152,070$                2,170,479$              44,458,880$          

Net Present Value 29,138,781$                        
 
Installing continuous welded rail will create an asset with an expected life of more than 60  
years.  Only routine maintenance will be required during the 20 years following project 
completion, including rail grinding one year after the project is completed and re-alignment 
(known as "surfacing" in the railroad industry) of the rail every 4 years thereafter.  The project 
will increase track speed on the M&B in Alabama from 25 to 40 miles per hour, and is the 
largest and most critical step in allowing the M&B main line to handle 286k rail shipments.   
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project also will have a beneficial 
impact on the condition of Alabama highways and bridges by diverting traffic from truck to rail, 
particularly because much of the commercial traffic on Alabama’s highways are simply passing 
through the State between origins and destinations in the Southeast and Southwest.  Because 
upgrading the rail will make the M&B more competitive, the railroad estimates that it can divert 
1.3 million truckloads and attract new rail business equivalent to another 450,000 truckloads 
over a 20-year period.  This project, combined with bringing the M&B up to 286k, would divert 
a total of 2.5 million truckloads of freight to rail, and attract new rail business equivalent to 2.5 
million truckloads over the period.   
 

Phase 1 Rail Replacement Phase 2 Complete Upgrade to 286k Total

Truckloads Diverted 1,302,000                                          1,254,000                                                  2,556,000              

Truckloads Avoided (new 

transportation opportunities) 454,200                                             2,013,600                                                  2,467,800              

  Total 1,756,200                                         3,267,600                                                  5,023,800              

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project

20-year Diverted and Avoided Truck Traffic

 
 
There also will be 2.2 billion less VMT by commercial vehicles (Phase 1 benefits only), and 
based on FHWA estimates of the marginal costs imposed by heavy vehicles, M&B estimates the 
project will avoid NPV $232 million in highway maintenance and congestion costs (also Phase 1 
benefits only).13 
 
ALDOT is confident that business revenues generated on the M&B will provide a sustainable 
source of revenue for long-term operations and maintenance after the project, and that the M&B 
parent company, GWI will lend its management expertise and oversight to ensure the project is a 
complete success.   

                                                
13 Federal Highway Administration, Addendum to the 1997 Federal Highway Cost Allocation Study Final Report, 
May 2000. 
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Economic Competitiveness 
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project will create two groups of 
significant benefits:  benefits directly related to the new rail contained in this grant request 
(Phase 1), resulting in higher operating speeds and improved service reliability; and additional 
benefits that will result from increasing the M&B main line weight handling capacity to 286k 
standards (Phase 2).  Both sets of benefits have been calculated for purposes of the grant 
application, since replacement of the M&B main line rail is the most largest and important step 
in upgrading the line to handle 286k shipments.   
 
New customers and business opportunities on the M&B will bring new jobs to the Black Belt 
region of Alabama, one of the poorest areas in the State and, indeed, the nation.  The positive 
impact on the Black Belt is the reason ALDOT is sponsoring and wholeheartedly supports a 
TIGER grant for this project.  By any measure, the counties through which the M&B operates 
are economically distressed.  Per capita income ranges from being 51 – 74% of the national 
average, while the rate of unemployment in the Black Belt far exceeds that of the nation.  
Approximately one-third of the population has less than a high school education.   Thirty-seven 
percent of the children under the age of 18 in the Black Belt live in poverty, compared to 18.2% 
nationwide.  In the last 50 years, the population of the Black Belt has declined 25%.14 
 

 
Black Belt Unemployment and Per Capita Income 

 
County 

 
Rate of Unemployment 

 (July 2009) 

 
Per Capita Income 

(2007) 

Lowndes  18.3% $25,526 

Dallas  21.1% $26.200 

Wilcox  24.9% $19,504 

Marengo  13.5% $28,686 

Choctaw  13.0% $25,526 

 
National average 

 
9.4% 

 
$38,615 

 
In recognition of the dire economic circumstances in the Black Belt, Alabama Governor Bob 
Riley created the Black Belt Action Commission in 2004 with a mission to “measurably improve 
the quality of life in Alabama's Black Belt region by actively working with all citizens of 
Alabama and any other supportive parties”.  Through 2007, more than 2,500 jobs have been 
created in the Black Belt, 7 new businesses have located in the region, and 34 businesses have 
expanded.  But significantly more economic development will be needed to lift the area out of 
extreme poverty. 
 
The true value of the Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project lies in what 
the project can do in the near- and long-term to attract new manufacturing and distribution 
companies to the area.  While replacing the rail on the M&B will create or preserve 93 direct and 
362 indirect and induced jobs, the railroad estimates that within 4 years after  the start of the 
project, it will also be able to facilitate expansion of existing customer operations, locate one 
new rail customer, and establish a new intermodal facility in Selma. In total, the replacement of 
the rail and these subsequent developments will create 715 direct industrial positions and 78 
direct transportation jobs.  This Phase 1 project upgrading the M&B main line rail is the first and 
most important step to achieve a 286k operating standard.    
                                                
14 Economic Development Partnership of Alabama, County Profiles at  www.advantagealabama.com 

http://www.advantagealabama.com/
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In a research paper prepared at the request of the M&B entitled "Industrial Opportunities for the 
Freight Corridor through the Black Belt Region of Alabama", the University of Alabama 
Huntsville concluded:  
 

"The M&B Railroad runs through the heart of the Black Belt in Alabama.  
Improved rail access coupled with the industrial site availability could 
make it possible for this region of the Southeast U.S. to compete for and 
secure a major project which may provide the stimulus needed to break the 
cycle of no jobs – no future that many in the area have seen for 
generations."15    

 
With completion of the rail project and subsequent upgrades, primarily to some of the 98 
bridges, to carry 286,000-pound cars by September 2016, M&B projects significant additional 
growth, including the ability to attract a major new rail customer in Selma and additional satellite 
customers.  With these improvements, M&B projects the creation of a total of 4,506 direct jobs 
and the creation or preservation of 3,396 indirect and 2,973 induced jobs within 8 years after 
installing continuous welded rail on the M&B.  The job, compensation, and “value-added” 
impacts are summarized below.  Value-added consists of labor compensation, indirect business 
taxes, and other income (see Appendix 1 for a description of the model used to produce these 
estimates). 
 

Jobs
Labor 

Compensation 

(NPV, millions of $)

Value Added          

(NPV, millions of $)

Jobs
Labor 

Compensation 

(NPV, millions of $)

Value Added          

(NPV, millions of $)

Rail Replacement 

and Industrial 

Development Jobs

  Direct 715 324.2$                    472.3$                    4,506 1,231.9$                2,159.4$                   

  Indirect 689 251.3$                    479.4$                    3,396 1,234.4$                2,220.9$                   

  Induced 488 126.0$                    231.8$                    2,973 594.8$                   1,086.2$                   

  Subtotal 1,892 701.6$                    1,183.5$                 10,875 3,061.1$                5,466.4$                   

Transportation Jobs

  Direct 78 70.4$                      131.8$                    123 121.1$                   247.8$                      

  Indirect 70 54.3$                      82.2$                      126 66.6$                     98.6$                        

  Induced 60 33.7$                      62.8$                      108 42.8$                     78.7$                        

  Subtotal 208 158.4$                    276.8$                    357 230.4$                   425.1$                      

Rail Replacement
Rail Replacement and Subsequent Work to Achive 

286k

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project

20-year Impacts

 
 
While no new manufacturing or distribution companies have yet committed to locating on the 
M&B, the M&B forecast, particularly for the benefits associated directly with the rail 
replacement project (Phase 1), is entirely reasonable.  Unrestricted M&B access to three major 
Class I railroads (CSX, KCS and NS) via a reliable, higher speed main line, can make available 
sites along the M&B highly desirable to rail shippers for their new facilities.  It is extremely 
common for major new facilities requiring rail service to be constructed only at a location with 
unrestricted access to at least two major Class I railroads.  Providing efficient, reliable and 
unbiased access to three Class I railroads can help companies served by M&B foster increased 

                                                
15 "Industrial Opportunities for the Freight Corridor through the Black Belt Region of Alabama", University of 
Alabama – Huntsville Office for Freight, Logistics, and Transportation Center for Management & Economic 
Research, September, 2009, pg. 21.  The complete University of Alabama – Huntsville report is attached as 
Appendix 4. 
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competition among Class I railroads for their shipments, expand their network reach thus making 
them more competitive in their raw material and finished product marketplaces.  
 
The importance of an improved M&B main line through the Black Belt for future industrial 
development opportunities is reinforced in the University of Alabama – Huntsville research 
paper "Industrial Opportunities for the Freight Corridor through the Black Belt Region of 
Alabama".  It states:  
 

"Over the past decade, Alabama has landed a number of sizable projects.  
Although not all projects generate large amounts of freight, many of 
Alabama’s successes were made possible by access to rail.    
 
In fact, according to interviews with several regional economic 
development professionals, “between 10% and 20% of economic 
development projects today and into the foreseeable future have a 
requirement for rail access.”   
 
Communities, regions, and states that cannot offer sites that meet a 
specific transportation requirement are not able to compete for the jobs.  
Simply stated, industrial sites and ultimately states are eliminated early in 
the location decision analysis if they cannot meet the minimum site 
requirements like access to appropriately capable rail.  In fact, the 
economic development professionals interviewed all said that major 
projects often require access to two or more railroads in order to not be 
totally dependent on a single rail freight transportation provider."16 

 
M&B is also well-positioned because a number of industrial development sites in Alabama are 
served by the railroad, including one of only nine “Alabama AdvantageSites”.   A site designated 
as an AdvantageSite has completed preliminary environmental assessments, documented utility 
status, and meets certain minimum site characteristics.  The site has essentially been vetted so 
that develop can occur more reliably and quickly.  The ADO web site promotes the following 
M&B served sites as ready for industrial development projects17: 
 
 

Ready Industrial Development Site Served by M&B 

Site Name     City County 
Acreage - 
Available 

Acreage - 
Total Zoning 

        

Craig Industrial Park Selma Dallas 700 700 
Light 

Industrial 

South Dallas Build-to-Suit Selma Dallas 10 10 None 

South Dallas Godwin Site  
Alabama AdvantageSite 

Selma Dallas 305 305 
Heavy 

Industrial 

South Dallas Industrial Park Selma Dallas 500 600 
Light 

Industrial 

Linden Industrial Park Linden Marengo 215 250 
Heavy 

Industrial 

 

                                                
16 ibid, pg. pg. 18 
17 Alabama Development Office web site, www.ado.state.al.us, August 14, 2009 
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Another significant economic opportunity the Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and 
Development Project will provide is the ability to construct a rail – truck intermodal terminal in 
Dallas County to better serve current Black Belt needs and become a magnet for future 
distribution center development in the region.  Indeed, distribution is one of the three major 
untapped opportunities identified in the University of Alabama – Huntsville research paper 
"Industrial Opportunities for the Freight Corridor through the Black Belt Region of Alabama": 
 

"There are three additional industry clusters …which often use rail 
transportation that could be growth opportunities for the M&B railroad 
corridor through the Black Belt. As the industries in these three clusters 
grow and/or seek alternative transportation services, rail transportation 
could become an important requirement for many companies. The three 
additional clusters are: 
 

• Automotive – raw materials, parts, tooling, finished automobiles, etc. 
(22,701 jobs) 

• Distribution Services – warehousing, third party logistics, etc. 
(13,212 jobs) 

• Agricultural Products – grains, livestock, etc. (3,610 jobs)"18 
 
In fact, according to the head of the Selma and Dallas County Economic Development Authority, 
two prime locations are ready to be developed into a M&B served intermodal terminal east of 
Selma:  "…we can move forward with efforts to make Selma a truly multi-modal center. There 
are two locations southeast of Selma on the M&B that are "shovel ready" to construct an 
intermodal terminal. This terminal would directly compliment the significant sites available in 
and around the Craig Field Airport and Industrial Complex currently available for distribution 
centers, build off of the highway projects, and airport improvements already underway in our 
region."19 
 
Finally, GWI, the parent company of M&B, knows from experience what achieving 286k can 
mean for a short line that can interchange with multiple rail carriers.  Another GWI short line, 
the Columbus and Greenville Railway (CAGY) in Mississippi, upgraded its line to 286k in 2002, 
and within three years, Severstal International selected a site on the CAGY for a new mini-mill.  
The mini-mill created 2,200 construction jobs and 450 permanent jobs.  The mini-mill attracted 
two steel processors to locate in the same area, bringing another 240 permanent jobs. 

Livability 
 
This most significant contribution of this project to livability will be its contribution to the local 
economy by creating jobs and improving the standard of living in the Black Belt.  A wide variety 
of local, state, and federal officials and organizations, including the Black Belt Action 
Commission, the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs, and the Alabama-
Tombigbee Regional Commission are all strongly supporting the project because of its long-term 
potential for the Black Belt. 
 
                                                
18 "Industrial Opportunities for the Freight Corridor through the Black Belt Region of Alabama", University of 
Alabama – Huntsville Office for Freight, Logistics, and Transportation Center for Management & Economic 
Research, September, 2009, pg. 12 
19 M. Wayne Vardaman, Executive Director, Selma and Dallas County Economic Development Authority, 
September 1, 2009 
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Sustainability 
 
The Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project will contribute to the 
sustainability of the environment by encouraging more freight to move by rail, thereby reducing 
fuel consumption, GHG, highway damage and congestion as compared to truck highway 
transportation.  According to the Association of American Railroads (AAR), freight trains are at 
least three times as fuel efficient as trucks.20  Over a twenty-year period, the rail replacement 
project will  save an estimated NPV $568.4 million in diesel fuel compared to moving the same 
freight over the highway, including NPV $81.9 million associated with shifting traffic from 
CSXT to KCS at New Orleans to the shorter CSXT – Montgomery – M&B – Meridian – KCS 
route.21  This fuel savings results in an estimated 2.2 million fewer tons of greenhouse gases with 
a value of NPV $60.5 million22; and save NPV $232 million in highway maintenance and 
congestion costs than would occur if the project is not built and the freight moves over the 
highway.  All of these environmental benefits increase significantly once the M&B main line is 
able to handle 286k shipments (Phase 2), as highlighted in the following table. 
 

Phase 1 Rail Replacement Phase 2 Complete Upgrade to 286k Total

Fuel Savings 568,408,048$                                   671,177,062$                                           1,239,585,111$    

GHG Emissions Savings 60,471,664$                                     46,997,985$                                              107,469,649$       

Highway Maintenance and 

Congestion Cost Savings 231,994,037$                                   315,632,296$                                           547,626,333$       

  Total 628,879,712$                                   718,175,047$                                           1,347,054,759$    

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project

NPV of 20-year Contributions to Sustainability (discounted at 7%)

 
 

Safety 

 

Both railroad and highway safety will be improved by the Black Belt Infrastructure and 
Development Project.  As reviewed in "State of Good Repair", M&B experienced frequent 
derailments since 2005 caused by the inferior rail on its main line.  According to the Federal 
Railroad Administration, across the rail industry track defects were the leading cause of train 
accidents during the first 5 months of 2009.23  Replacing the rail on the M&B will significantly 
reduce exposure to track-caused derailments and possibly serious accidents and injuries. 
 
The diversion of current truck highway traffic to the M&B route, and avoid additional future 
truck traffic on the highway network will also reduce the number and cost of highway crashes.  
Based on FHWA estimated marginal crash costs for incremental truck traffic, M&B estimates 
that the rail replacement project will avoid NPV $13.6 million in highway crash costs, 286k will 
avoid a total of NPV $31.9 million in highway crash costs. 

                                                
20 See http://www.aar.org/Environment/Environment.aspx 
21 The value of the fuel tax savings is based on the methodology in Chapter VIII of the Final Regulatory Impact 
Analysis of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s rulemaking on Corporate Average Fuel Economy 
for MY 2011 Passenger Cars and Light Trucks.  See Appendix __ for additional detail. 
22 Calculations use the Association of American Railroads carbon calculator (www.aar.org) and a value of $33 per 
metric ton of carbon. 
23 Railway Track & Structures, "Track defects top cause of 2009 accidents", August 6, 2009 
 
 

http://www.aar.org/Environment/Environment.aspx
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B.  JOB CREATION AND ECONOMIC STIMULUS 

Near-Term Job Creation and Stimulus 
 

The Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project is shovel ready and construction jobs 
will be created quickly.   M&B management is committed to completing the project in less than 
15 months after execution of the grant agreement.  As indicated by the table below, the rail 
project will create 93 direct jobs and create or preserve another 254 indirect and 108 induced 
jobs.   
 
Of greater significance and impact for the Black Belt region, however, are the additional jobs 
that will be created and preserved during the four years after the start of the rail project.  The 
M&B believes the increased transit time and improved reliability of continuous welded rail will 
result in increased output by the railroad’s existing customers as well as additional rail market 
share, creating 142 direct customer positions and 8 new railroad jobs.   M&B also forecasts 
locating one new, moderate-size customer on the line during this period, and establishing an 
intermodal facility at Selma, a plan supported by the Selma & Dallas County Economic 
Development Authority and the Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority. 
 
In addition to the shipper-related jobs, 78 new permanent railroad and trucking positions would 
be created.  These positions would be needed to support the additional traffic and the intermodal 
facility at Selma.  The expected increases in M&B employment are directly supported by the 
level of employment during the period after Hurricane Katrina, during which time total M&B 
employment level was approximately 60 positions greater than current levels. 
 
 

Year Event Direct Jobs Indirect Jobs Induced Jobs

1 Install continuous welded rail
Construction 

Jobs
93 254 108

2

New jobs with Alabama rail 

shippers due to improved 

rail transit time and reliability

Permanent 

Positions
142 315 215

Construction 

Jobs
250 70 87

Permanent 

Positions
120 22 40

Construction 

Jobs
90 25 31

Permanent 

Positions
20 4 7

Total 715 689 488

Transportation-Related Jobs

Permanent 

Positions 78 70 60

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project

Industrial Development Jobs Created and Preserved - first 4 Years

New jobs associated with a 

new, moderate-size rail 

customer

3

4

New jobs associated with a 

new intermodal terminal in 

Selma, AL
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Project Schedule 
 
All elements of the Black Belt project will be completed well in advance of February 17, 2012.  
Assuming a grant is awarded at the end of January 2010, project construction can begin 
immediately on execution of a grant agreement, or earlier if permission is granted by USDOT 
and ALDOT.  Once construction begins, the project will take no more than 15 months to 
complete.  A detailed project schedule is attached as Appendix 5.  
 

Project Manpower Estimates, by Quarter and Functional Area 

  
2Q-
2010 

3Q-
2010 

4Q-
2010 

1Q-
2011 

2Q-
2011 

3Q-
2011 

Administration 2           

Engineering and Project Management 5 5 5 5 5 5 

New Rail Installation 20 38 38 38 38 38 

Welding  2 2 2 2 2 2 

Turnout Installation   10 10 10 10 10 

Internal Labor (Flagging, Inspection, Signals) 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Diamond Installation   10 10 10     

Road Crossing (new and repairing) 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Surfacing (main line)   8 8 8 8 8 

Surfacing (turnouts)   4 4 4 4 4 

 

Environmental Approvals 
 

M&B has completed and is ready to request a Categorical Exclusion under NEPA for the project; 
guidance has been requested from USDOT on which agency should receive this document.  A 
copy of the worksheet is attached as Appendix 6, (without completed maps, due to file size).  No 
other environmental or other permits are required because the project will involve work entirely 
within the existing railroad right-of-way and does not involve any expansion of current M&B 
facilities. The fact that this project has no noticeable environmental impacts will help facilitate 
completion of the project by February 2012.  

Legislative Approvals 
 
No legislative approvals are required for the project.  The Black Belt Infrastructure and 
Development Project has broad political support.  In addition to the support of ALDOT, 28 
letters of support from federal, state and local elected officials; local and regional economic 
development and planning organizations, and a railroad labor organization are included with this 
application (see Appendix 2).  Below are exerts from a sample of these letters.  
 
 Alabama Lieutenant Governor Jim Folsom  

“…As Lieutenant Governor of the State of Alabama, I see first hand the needs of the 
Black Belt region of West Alabama. We face unemployment levels that approach 
depression levels, and much lower than average personal income levels. Part of the 
reason for this is a lack of industrial development in this area. While we are working to 
address many of the reasons for this lack of new companies locating in this area, 
improving the M&BRR rail corridor is an effort we greatly need federal help to handle.  
With a TIGER grant, M&BRR can replace its main line rail in Alabama, opening this 
corridor up as a highly efficient corridor connecting the Southeast, Southwest, and 
Mexico…” 
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 Congressman Arthur Davis 

"…Long before the current recession and enactment of the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009, my constituents in Alabama's Black Belt have struggled with 
chronically high unemployment and a lack of adequate infrastructure.  The TIGER 
competitive grant program, created by ARRA and being administered by your 
department, provides my district with a unique opportunity to promote strategic 
investment in the Black Belt, to help improve its transportation infrastructure and to 
address the long term unemployment problems the region faces…" 

 

 Black Belt Action Commission Co-Chairs 
“…The TIGER competitive grant program administered by your department provides a 
tremendous opportunity to make a long-term, life-changing investment in the Black Belt. 
In a region largely overlooked in the past by companies seeking new sites for industrial 
plants, we need to improve the attractiveness of the region.  One major way we can do 
that is to make the freight transportation infrastructure required by existing and future 
companies with facilities in the region more attractive. The Alabama Department of 
Transportation is in the final stages of upgrading the major East – West highway through 
the Black Belt, U.S. 80. We now need to upgrade the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad which 
parallels U.S. 80 between Montgomery and the Alabama – Mississippi state line, 
approximately 128 mile long...” 

 
 Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs Director Doni M. Ingram 

…As Director of the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs and as 
Executive Director of the Black Belt Action Commission, I have actual first-hand 
knowledge of the difficulties facing the Black Belt of Alabama. The largest of the many 
challenges facing this region is a lack of high quality industrial sector jobs.  This results 
in unemployment levels in the Black Belt being the highest in Alabama, and in our 
nation. We have a unique opportunity to make a long-term, significant improvement to 
the transportation infrastructure in the Black Belt, and I write seeking your support to 
realize this opportunity. The Alabama Department of Transportation will be submitting a 
TIGER grant request to upgrade the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B) 
through five counties serving the heart of the Alabama Black Belt... 

 
 Selma, AL Mayor George Patrick Evans 

“…As Mayor of the City of Selma, I see first hand the needs of our region of Alabama.  
Unemployment levels in Selma and surrounding counties are approaching 20% and are 
among the highest in the nation. Because of the lack of industrial development and jobs, 
personal income levels are among the lowest in the nation. While the City of Selma, 
along with the Dallas County Commission, the Selma & Dallas County EDA and the 
Chamber of Commerce, has been working diligently to address many of the reasons for 
this lack of new companies locating in this area, improving the M&B RR rail corridor is 
an effort we greatly need federal help to handle….” 

 
 Linden, AL Mayor Mitzi F. Gates 

“…The M&B Railroad is a key economic development asset in the city of Linden, which 
is the county seat of Marengo County.  As the mayor of our fair city, I am keenly aware 
of the importance of maximizing our assets.  One of the greatest selling points of our 
developing industrial park is its prime location of being positioned between two major 
railroads – one of them, obviously, the M&B.  Linden is poised and ready to attract 
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business and industry, and the M&B Railroad is a major factor in our level of confidence 
that we will achieve our economic development goals...”   

 
 Choctaw County Commission Chairman D'Wayne May 

“…A rebuilt Meridian & Bigbee line will provide existing and future industrial 
companies along its line with faster and more dependable freight service.  This, tied with 
the fact that the railroad connects with three national North American railroads, will 
significantly increase the attractiveness of sites along the railroad.  I believe rebuilding 
this rail line is a critical step in providing a long term solution to the economic and 
employment challenges of the Black Belt...” 

 
 Selma and Dallas County Economic Development Authority Executive Director M. 

Wayne Vardaman 
“…Selma and Dallas County are in the heart of the Alabama Black Belt. This region 
suffers from chronic unemployment. The state and region are focused on addressing this 
situation, but part of the solution is improving our transportation infrastructure. This is 
why the M&B rail TIGER rail project is so important to us. Bringing this rail line up to 
modern freight standards will open up two major projects that I believe are cornerstones 
in helping Selma, Dallas County, and the entire Alabama Black Belt region: First, we can 
move forward with efforts to make Selma a truly multi-modal center. There are two 
locations southeast of Selma on the M&B that are "shovel ready" to construct an 
intermodal terminal… Second, our efforts to land a major industrial sector facility in 
Dallas County will be significantly enhanced…” 

 
 Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes General Chairman Dennis Albers 

…We also know first hand the economic difficulties faced by the communities served by 
the M&B in Alabama, a region known as the "Black Belt".  Extremely high levels of 
unemployment and a lack of new job opportunities plague the Black Belt, and this 
problem predates the current recession.  Most folks would call the levels of 
unemployment we face a depression, not a recession.  My bothers in the BMWE and me 
also know that the M&B can be part of the solution to our difficulties in the Black Belt.  
By replacing the worn out rail with new, modern rail, our railroad can provide the levels 
of service needed to support our existing customers, and attract new ones to the 
communities we serve.  Based on all this, I strongly ask for your support of a TIGER 
Grant request being made by Alabama DOT to replace the main line rail on the M&B… 

State and Local Planning 
 
This project is consistent with the Alabama State Rail Plan.  It directly supports the priorities of 
freight mobility, safety and congestion mitigation; with a strong emphasis on improvement of 
existing infrastructure.  Rail freight infrastructure projects typically are not programmed on the 
TIP or the STIP, however, this project is strongly endorsed by the Alabama-Tombigbee Regional 
Commission. 

Technical Feasibility 
 

There are no significant technical challenges to completion of this project.  The process for 
replacing rail is well-established and there are no special or unique circumstances that would 
impede completion of the project on schedule.  Since the project involves replacing existing rail 
without any modification to the curvature or other engineering on the railroad, no new 
engineering plans and design are required. 
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Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project 
Summary of Methodology for TIGER Application 

 
 

A. Economic Analysis 
 
The benefits associated with the economic analysis are driven by two sets of 
assumptions: 
 

1. The TIGER project rail replacement construction employment estimates are based 
on costing and timing estimates developed by M&B and GWI senior management 
personnel, in consultation with experts in the industry as necessary.  The bulk of 
the work will be done by qualified third party contractors due to the expertise and 
equipment necessary for a rail replacement project of this size.  These contractors 
will be selected and retained after execution of the grant agreement following the 
guidelines required for the TIGER program. 

 
2. Increases in construction and permanent employment following completion of the 

rail project are based on the known benefits associated with the rail project, and 
are based on increases in both existing and future M&B customer employment 
and increases in M&B employment.  These estimates were developed by GWI 
and M&B senior managers, including one with prior responsibility for running an 
industrial development department for a major Class I railroad.  Specific 
opportunities, such as the creation of the intermodal terminal in Selma/Dallas 
County, were vetted with regional Economic Development Agency officials.  
When possible, specific benefits were based on experiences on other short line 
railroads in similar circumstances. 

 
The increases in employment at existing and future customer locations were developed in 
two phases, first being supported by completion of TIGER rail project, and the second 
being justified by the subsequent improvements to the M&B main line making it 286k 
capable.  Throughout the analysis and application, these are referred to as "Phase 1" and 
"Phase 2". 

 
The economic impacts of the Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project were 
estimated using IMPLAN data and software.  IMPLAN (IMpact analysis for PLANning) 
uses input-output analysis in combination with regional-specific Social Accounting 
Matrices, Multiplier Models, and local and regional economic information to predict the 
impact of a change or event in activity on area jobs and other economic indicators.   
 
Each of the projected “events” associated with the Black Belt project, described in the 
attachment to this document, was modeled with the IMPLAN software and the impacts 
estimated over a 20-year period.  The estimated direct construction and permanent 
positions created by each event were the “inputs” used to estimate the impact of the 
events.   The direct, indirect, and induced impacts of the events were estimated using 
IMPLAN data for the 5-county Black Belt area through which the M&B operates.  
Additional State-wide indirect and induced impacts outside of the 5-county area were 
estimated using IMPLAN data for the State of Alabama.   
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Separate models were developed to assess the impact of events on transportation-related 
jobs and industrial development-related jobs because a single model could not be 
designed to adequately and accurately account for both types of impacts.  Since 
transportation jobs are an indirect impact of an industrial development event, the results 
of the two models are not additive. 
 
All of the “outputs” from the model were inflated over the 20-year study period by the 
Congressional Budget Office’s Consumer Price Index forecast through 2018 (2.1% for 
2010 – 2013 and 2.2% for 2014 – 2018).   For subsequent years, a 2.5% rate of inflation 
was assumed.    The results were then discounted at a 7% rate.  Results were summarized 
separately for Phase 1 (rail replacement) and Phase 2 (bridge upgrades) of the M&B two-
phase improvement program to upgrade the railroad to 286k.  
 
 

B. Truck VMT Avoided 
 

Estimates were made of the carload and intermodal rail traffic resulting from each of the 
events associated with the Black Belt project and converted to equivalent truckloads.  A 
distinction was made between traffic that would be diverted from truck to rail and new 
transportation opportunities.  A 1500-mile average length of haul was assumed for 
intermodal traffic and a 750-mile average length of haul was assumed for carload freight.  
To keep estimates conservative, the VMT estimates assume 0% empty truck backhauls.  
 
 

C. Fuel Savings 
 

The estimate for fuel savings are based on the guidance provided in Chapter VIII of the 
Final Regulatory Impact analysis of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration’s rulemaking on Corporate Average Fuel Economy for MY 2011 
Passenger Cars and Light Trucks.  The Energy Information Administration’s latest 
forecast of fuel prices, in nominal dollars, was adjusted to  exclude federal and State fuel 
taxes, and to include the cost of externalities.  The analysis assumes a 3 to 1 fuel 
advantage for rail transportation compared to commercial motor vehicles.  The average 
fuel economy for tractor-trailer van combinations is assumed to be 7 miles per gallon.  
Results were discounted at a discount rate of 7%. 
 
 

D. Greenhouse Gas Emission Savings 
 

The volume of greenhouse gas emissions savings was calculated using the Association of 
American Railroads’ Carbon Calculator, and then valued at $33 per metric ton of carbon.  
The results were converted to current dollars for the 20-year study period based on the 
Congressional Budget Office’s forecast Consumer Price Index through 2018 and 2.5% 
thereafter, and then discounted at a rate of 7%. 
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E. Highway Maintenance, Congestion, and Crash Savings 
 

The estimates for highway maintenance, congestion and crash savings are based on the 
Federal Highway Administration’s May 2000 Addendum to the 1997 Federal Highway 
Cost Allocation Study Final Report.   Pavement, congestion, and crash factors were 
applied for an 80,000-pound combination truck traveling on rural interstate, updated to 
2009 dollars.  The results were converted to current dollars for the 20-year study period 
based on the Congressional Budget Office’s forecast Consumer Price Index through 2018 
and 2.5% thereafter, and then discounted at a rate of 7%. 

 
 
 



JIM FOLSOM, JR.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

"

STATE OF ALABAMA

August 14, 2009

ALABAMA STATE HOUSE

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36130

Subject: Support of the ALDOT - Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request

Dear Secretary LaHood:

I am writing requesting your consideration and support of the TIGER grant request being
submitted by Alabama Department of Transportation for the replacement of rail on the main line of the
Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&BRR).

As Lieutenant Governor of the State of Alabama, I see first hand the needs ofthe Black Belt
region of West Alabama. We face unemployment levels that approach depression levels, and much lower
than average personal income levels. Part of the reason for this is a lack of industrial development in this
area. While we are working to address many of the reasons for this lack of new companies locating in
this area, improving the M&BRR rail corridor is an effort we greatly need federal help to handle.

With a TIGER grant, M&BRR can replace its main line rail in Alabama, opening this corridor up
as a highly efficient corridor connecting the Southeast, Southwest, and Mexico. The railroad connects
with CSX, KCS and NS, and this will help us attract new industry to our region.

Without a TIGER grant, this project is beyond our financial means to start, let alone complete.
We need your support for this project.

We look forward to seeing you at our ribbon cutting once this effort is done!

c: Mr. Joe Mcinnes, Alabama Department of Transportation
Mr. Jerry E. Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad

11 SOUTH UNION STREET, SUITE 725 • (334) 242-7900 (0) • (334) 242-4661 (FAX)

E-MAIL: info(cl)ltlrov.:!hh~m~on"
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August 20, 2009 
 
 
The Honorable Ray H. LaHood 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC  20590 
 
SUBJECT: TIGER Grant Request by Alabama DOT / Meridian & Bigbee Railroad  
 
Dear Secretary LaHood: 
 
Across a section of central Alabama there is a region known as the Black Belt.  The area is known for its hard 
working, largely rural population.  Unfortunately, it is also known for its high levels of unemployment and the 
challenges it faces in efforts to improve the quality of life for its residents.  As Co-Chairs of the Black Belt Action 
Commission, we are well aware of these challenges. 
 
The TIGER competitive grant program administered by your department provides a tremendous opportunity to make 
a long-term, life-changing investment in the Black Belt.  In a region largely overlooked in the past by companies 
seeking new sites for industrial plants, we need to improve the attractiveness of the region.   
 
One major way we can do that is to make the freight transportation infrastructure required by existing and future 
companies with facilities in the region more attractive.  The Alabama Department of Transportation is in the final 
stages of upgrading the major East – West highway through the Black Belt, U.S. 80.  We now need to upgrade the 
Meridian & Bigbee Railroad which parallels U.S. 80 between Montgomery and the Alabama – Mississippi state line, 
approximately 128 mile long. 
 
The Meridian & Bigbee main line in Alabama consists of older, inferior light weight rail that is prone to breaking and 
requires frequent inspections and repairs.  It is not adequate to handle modern rail car shipments.  The TIGER grant 
request would replace this rail with new modern heavier rail that would improve the speed and consistency of freight 
services on the railroad.  This, in turn, would make sites along the railroad much more attractive to possible new 
freight customers and attract new jobs to the Black Belt. 
 
The cost of replacing the rail is beyond the financial capabilities of the railroad.  The project matches well with the 
criteria of the TIGER program, and would make a successful public – private partnership effort.  Your help in 
reviewing and approving this project will be greatly appreciated. 
 
Sincerely,  

     
Margaret Bentley, Co-Chair  Hank Sanders, Co-Chair  Sheldon Day, Co-Chair 
Black Belt Action Commission Co-Chairs 
 
cc:  Director Joe McInnes, Alabama DOT   -   Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad       

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
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STATE OF ALABAMA 
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August 20, 2009 

 

 

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood 

Secretary 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 

Washington, DC  20590 

 

SUBJECT:  Support of the ALDOT – Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request 

 

Dear Secretary LaHood: 

 

As Director of the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs and as Executive Director of the 

Black Belt Action Commission, I have actual first-hand knowledge of the difficulties facing the Black Belt of 

Alabama.  The largest of the many challenges facing this region is a lack of high quality industrial sector jobs.  This 

results in unemployment levels in the Black Belt being the highest in Alabama, and in our nation.   

 

We have a unique opportunity to make a long-term, significant improvement to the transportation infrastructure in 

the Black Belt, and I write seeking your support to realize this opportunity.  The Alabama Department of 

Transportation will be submitting a TIGER grant request to upgrade the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee 

Railroad (M&B) through five counties serving the heart of the Alabama Black Belt.   

 

M&B is a "short line" freight railroad connecting Montgomery, Alabama to Meridian, Mississippi.  However, there 

is nothing short in the impact this railroad could have to our region.  The railroad has the potential to become part 

of a highly-efficient corridor between the Southeast and Southwest, and between the Southeast and Mexico.  It 

provides direct, open access to three major national railroads.  This route has the potential to become a major draw 

of new industry to locate in the Black Belt region of Alabama.  However, before such potential can be realized, the 

railroad must be upgraded by replacing light weight and technologically inferior rail on its main line with new, 

modern and heavier rail.  This will improve the speed and reliability of rail service on this line, and help make more 

attractive sites along its line for future economic development. 

 

Upgrading the M&B is beyond the financial ability of the railroad or the state.  The owner of the railroad has 

invested tremendously into this line since its purchase in 2005.  The TIGER grant program provides an excellent 

opportunity for a public – private partnership to allow work upgrading this corridor to continue. 

 

I sincerely request your support for this project, and for the Black Belt region of Alabama. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

ADECA Director 

cc:  Director Joe McInnes, Alabama DOT  -  Jerry E. Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad 
 

 

401 ADAMS AVENUE • SUITE 580 • P.O. BOX 5690 • MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36103-5690 • (334) 242-5100 



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SerH Hamuert
Speaker

11 Sowx UHrow SrRrer
MoNTooI,ERY. AUSAMA 36130

334-242-766E

Ausust 14.2009

The Honorable Ray H. LaFIood
Secretary
U.S, Departrnent of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

Re; ThE Alabama DOT / Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request

Dear Secretary LaHood:

As speaker of the Alabama House of Representatives, I write this letter in support
of the Alabama Department of Transportation's application for a TIGER grant to improve
the Meridian & Bigbee rail line between Montgomery, Alabama, and Meridian,
Mississippi,

The railway, which is prone to breaking and needs frequent repair, is a perfect
candidate for TIGER funds. It mns across the west central part of Alabama known as The
Black Belt - an economically depressed area in dire need of economic development and
employment opportunities.

Rehabilitation of the rail line would allow for the transport of heavier modern
freight loads and provide existing and future industrial companies with faster and more
dependable freight service, The fact that the line is tied in with three national North
American railroads shows that it is a critical iink in freight hansportation across the
Southeast. TIGER grant funds would be used to replace the existing rail with more
modern rails that would improve the consistency of freight services.

The cost of replacing the rail is beyondthe financial capabilities of the railroad, so
this grant project matches well with the criteria of the TIGER program in terms of a
successful public-private partnership effort. The project would have a long-standing,
positive irnpact on one of this nation's most economically depressed areas.

I ask that you give the grant request every possible consideration, Do not hesitate
to contact me if you need additional information.

Yours Truly,

-drlM
Seth Hammett
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MARCXEAHEY
STATE SET{AIOR 22ND DISTRICT

n o. Box 29t
I28 MAIN STNEET

GROVE HIII. ALABAMA 3645I
Emeil l merc-lcehcye yduo.oorn

ALABAMA SIATE SENATE
Alabama State Housc
11 South Unlon Stnect

Montgomery, Al$am. 368ll-{600

August 20, 2009
LrsOfrcc: 25t-n*3tn
Frc; 2SL.tl5-3129
Itrome 251-271'33f1
Cepltoh 3*2{l*7t43
FtxzS*?42-2210

Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Secretary
US Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

Re: Alabama DOT/Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request

Dear Secretary LaHood:

Recently it was brought to my attention that Alabama Department of Transportation will be submitting a TIGER grant
request to rebuild the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad in five west central Alabama counties. This project is
extremely important to the future of our region. lts impact goes beyond the typicaltransportation infrastructure project,
and is one that could help transform our part of Alabama.

As a State Senator, representing eight counties in Alabama, I have strong, first-hand knowledge of the difficulties facing
the Black Belt Region of our state. The largest of the many challenges facing this region is a lack of high quality industrial
sector jobs. This results in unemployment levels in the Black Belt consistently being the highest in Alabama, and indeed
in our nation.

A rebuilt Meridian & Bigbee line will provide existing and future industrial companies along its line with faster and more
dependable freight service. This, tied with the fact that the railroad connects with three national North American railroads,
will significantly increase the attractiveness of sites along the railroad. I believe rebuilding this rail line is a critical step in
providing a long term solution to the economic and employment challenges of the Black Belt.

The cost of replacing the rail is beyond the financial capabilities of the railroad. The project matches well with the criteria
of the TIGER program, and would make a successful public - private partnership effort. Your help in reviewing and
approving this project will be greatly appreciated.

'-Vfo^
Marc Keahey /

/ss
cc: Joe Mclnnes, Director ALDOT

Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad



HANK SANDERS
STATE SENATOR alRD DISTRICT

P.O, BOX 1290
SEUI'A ALASAMA

3nu?
s€uiA, (394) 0759264

I/ONTGOMEFTY (33,1) 242-7880

ALABAMA STATE SENATE
ALABAMA STATE HOUSE

MONTGOUERY, ALABAMA 361 3II.4600

August 26,2009

QOMMffiEES:
CTIAIRITAN, RMNCE E TN(ATION

€DUCATION R'ND
@MMERCE. TMNSPOFTA?ON

A UTLITIES
CONFHMATIOT.IS
CONSTNUNON, CAMPAION RMNCE,

EII{CS & EIECTION
ECOiIOMIC O(PANSION & 1HADE
EDUCAIION
ENEFGY & I,IATUMT RESOIJRCES
FINANCE & TOOTION GENEML FUNO
JUOTCnAY
LOCAL LSGTSIJnON#1

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood, Secretary
U. S. Departnent of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, D.C.20590

RE: TIGER Grant Request by Alabama DOT/tleridian & Bigbee
Reilroad

Dear Secretary LaHood:

As Alabama State Senator representing nine (9) counties in West Alabama, I
appreciate how busy you are responding to requests from across our nation. Let me
briefly alcrt you to a TIGER grant application submitted to your Department by the,
Alabama Departnent of Transportation to replace the main line rail of the Meridian &
Bigbee Railroad. This track runs through the heart of the Alabama Black Belt, much of
which I represent.

The main line of the Meridian & Bigbee in Alabama consists of older, inferior,
lightweight rail. The rail is prone to breaking, and requires frequent inspections and
repairs. It is not adequate to handle modern rail car shipments. A TIGER grant would
help replace this rail with new heavier rail that would improve the speed and consistency
of freight services on the railroad. This, in tum, would make sites along the railroad
much more atffictive to potential freight customers and attract new jobs to the Black
Belt. Unemployment is a chronic problem in our region, and I cannot over emphasize
how important this project is to this area.

The cost of replacing the rail is beyond the financial capabilities of the railroad.
The project matches well with the criteria of the TIGER program, and would make a
successful public - private partnership effort. Your help in reviewing and approving this
project will be greatly appreciated.

AI.ABAMA

Sincerely,



HS/gip

cc: Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT
Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad
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August  17 .2009

The Honorablc Ray H. L*tHood
Secretary
U.S. Department of 

'l'ransportation

)200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington. DC 20590

COMMTTTFFS

etlAtR
' l i ,ur 

isr l t  ar i l  Ma' t*ct ' i l t i

Ducri;DLeu4lRi
Flnmcc and'faxatr)rl, (;trcr!l l juri l

VICE CI.IAIR;
lJSrtklt$ rri l  lrrruri lrcs

MFMIIER.
Eronorirc l:xprnrron an<l l irrlc

Confirnlo(ion6
.lr [1i(: i i lry
Agficuli l tt, C(ln6cl!oti()rr xilLl l.rrcNIr r
l r r r l r r . t r r r l  l )ev rL 'pnr rn t  r rn r l  l l r . r . r r r i tmcn(
Eucrgy and Nttursl l{c*,rurcc.

Dear Secretary Lal-lood:

I understand that Alabarna Dcparkncnt of Trunsportatir.rn will be submitting r TIGER grrrnt request to
rebuild the main line of thc Meridian & Bigbee Railroad west central Alabama. This project is extrernely
important to the future of the Black Belt area, lts irnpact goos beyond the typical transportatiol)
intiasttucture pro.ieat, and is orrc thal L:uuld help trunsfonn our purt of Alub$mil exl,ensively.

This railmod provides freight services in the region of Alabanra, However, it is an arca largcly lult out ol'
the trentendous eaonotnic developnlunt lhat has uakcrr place throughuut thc rcsl of the Soulheustern U.S.
over the last twelve years. The lack of sign ificant industrial dcvcloplncrrt irr thc Black Bclt rtcans th$
chronic unomployment in the region continues to be an oyer-erching probletn,

The proposed TICER project would rebuild Meridian & Bigbcc- lirrc. giving cxisting anr.l ftrlurc industrial
cornpouies olong its line with fbster and morc dupundablu frcight scrviccs. This, ticrl with thu fact that thc
railroad directly sonnccl,s with three Class f ruilmnds, will significantly increase the attractiveness of sitcs
along the railroad. I believe in rebullding this rail l inc, provirlirrg a long lcnn solution to thc suonomic
and employnrent challenges of the Black Bett region.

Asa State Senatorfolthe State of Alabarna. I rcspcctfully nsk yorrr frrll consirlural.ir.rn rrnd support of Lhc
Alnbama DOT - Meridian & Bigbcc Railroad TIGER granr application.

Sinccrcly.

B146A-W,
Bobby Singlcton
Alabama State Senator- District 24

cc: Dircctor Joc Mctnnes, Alabama DOT
Mr. Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad



HOUSB OF REPRESENIATTT4ES
ALABAMA STATE HOUSE

MOI{TGOMERY, ALABAMA 36 130

DtsTFlcT NO. 68
CHOCTAW, CLANKE, CONECUH,

MARENqO AND MONROE COUNTIES

THOMAS E. JACKSON
POST OFFICE BOX 656

THOMASVILLE, ALABAMA
' 3€784

HOME: 334/6364O04
FAX: 334/€(lF9?14

Mo NTGO M E RY: 334 | 242-77 38

COMMITTEES:
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTHY CHAIB
HEALT}I

HEALTH CARE, VICE CHAIR
PFOFESS IONAL SUBCOMMITTEE

NAnONAt/fi EGTONAL GOIITUUITTEE:
NCSil- AGFIC{.JLTURE AAID RURAL DEVELOPMENT

August 26,2009

The Honorablc Ray II. LaHood
Secretary
U. S. Department of Trarrsportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

SIIBJECT: The Alabama DOT / Meridian & Bigbcc Railroad TICER Grant Rcquest

Dear Secretary LaHood:

I unrlerstand ttrat Alabama Department of Transportation Will be submitting a TIGER $ant request to
rebuild the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad west cenkal Alabima. This projcct is cxtremely
important to the future of oru region. Its impact goes beyond the tlpical kansportation infrastructure
project, and is one that could help transform oru part of Alabama.

This railroadprovides freight senrice$ in thc rcgiou of Alabaml known as the BlackBelt. It is an area
largely left out of the trernendous economic development that has taken place tbroughout the rest of the
Southeastern U-S, over the last dozen years- The lack of significant rrdustial development in the Black
Belt means the chronio unemployrnent in the region continues to be an over-arching problem.

The proposed TIGBR project wonld rebuild Meridian & Bigbee line, giving existing and futrue induskial
coffipanies along its hne with faster and more dependable freight oervice. This, tied with the fact ttnt the
railroad dueotiy connects with ttree Class I railroads, will significanfly increase the atbactiveness of sites
along the railroad. I believe it rebuilding this rail line is a critical step in providing a long term solution to
the ecorromio and cmployment clrallerrges of fhc BlaL:k Belt.

In my capacity of berng a state legislator for the House of Representatives, I respectfi,rlly ask your full
consideration and support of thc Alabama DOT - Meridian & Bigbee Railroad ttCnn ersnt application.

Wr9**
Tfomas E. JacksonY

Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT
Mr.Jprry Vest Meridian & Bigbee Railroad







HOUSE OF REPRE'SBNTATTVES
ALABAMA STATE }TOUSE

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36130

August 25,2009

'fhe Honorable Ray H. I-aHood
Sectetary
U.S. Departrnent of Transportttion
1200 NewJersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE; TIGER Grant Request by Alaba:na DOT for the Metidian & Bigbee Railroad

Dear SecretarT LaHood:

This lettet is to respectfuIly ask for your consideration and dpprovai of a'ITGER
glant tequest being made by ALDOT to rebuild the mil line through wesc centml Aiabama,
This line, tlre Meridiaa & Bigbee Raihoad betweea Moatgomery, Alabama aad Meridian,
Missis.sippi, is a key part of orrt efforts to attract new indu.stries ro ollr region. These nevi
compaaies ate very nuch needed to addtess the loog tetm rrnemploybent ptoblems we facc.
A rebuilt tailroad will better connect our region with rhe rest of tire Southeast, the Southwest
and Mexico.

. As Sate Represeutative of the Alabama House of Representadves, I will geady
appreciate your help in tevievring aod approving thi"s project ior inclusion i:n the TICgn
$anrProgram_

Respectfully,

th6
Yusuf Salaara
Sate Represeatadve
Disttict 67

cc DfuectorJoe Mclnnes, Alabarna DOT
Jery Vesg Meridian & Bigbee Raihoad

comMtrrEEs:
qOVEHSUENT A PPBOPRANONS

TA'GS AI{O E(EMFTIONS . SUBCOMMIrTEE
JUqCNRY

CItIMINAL'IUSTIOE-9t BCOIYI\TIIIEE
I{ATIOI{AIJHEGNOIOL GIMMTTIEE;

NCSL.AGFCULTIJBE. ENVIFOIII\'ENT
AND EI.IERGY

DlsTRlcT NO.67
DALI.AS COUNTY

YUSUF SALAAM
LEGISLATIV€ DELEGANON

1OA CHUFOH STFEET
SELMA. ALASAMA 36701

oFFlcE 334/A74-?669
FAX334tA7+2371

LEG|SLATIVE OFFTCE e4 I 24?.n 46



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATTVES
ALA,BAMA STATE HOUSE

IVIONTGOMERY, ALA.BAI\4A 36130

DI9TH|CT NO, 0e
wtLcox. LowNoEs, DALt-As

AND AUTAUGA COUNNES

JAMES THOMAS
POSTOFFICE EOX 1OB9

CAMDEN, ALAEAMA 36726
oFF'CE A34/882.9590

LEG ISLAT|VE OF F ICE SS4 I 242-7 701

COMMITTEES;
EDUCA11ON APPFOFFIATION9
BANKINoAND IN5URANOE

August 2I"20A9

The Honorable Ray H. Latlood
Secretary, U.S. Deparment of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avonuo, SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE; fiGER Gffint Request by Alabama DOT for the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad

Dear Seoretary LaHood;

This lgttor is to respectfully ask for your consideration and approval of a TIGER grant being

submitted by Alabama DEmrtment of Ttansportation to rebuild tho rail line througb west contral

Alabana. This line, the Meddian & Bigbee Railroad bet\itoen Montgomery, Alabama and

Meridian, lvfississippi, is a key part of or,r efforts to ad,t'z,cL new industries to otu region. These

new companies lvould address an unemployment problem this are has faced for many years. A

rebuilt milrcad will better connect orrr region with the rest of the Southeas( the Southwest and

Ivlexico.

As a state legislator who rqresents this r€gton, I will gfeafly appreciate yout help in reviewing

and approving this project for inclusion in the TIGER gmnt program.

Reryeqtfirlly,p;brltu*
James Thomas

JT/emj

co: Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT
JerryVest, N{eridian & Bigbee Raihoad



CIIOCTAW COI,]NTY COMMISSION
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COMMIS8IONENS
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c.D. RUITIN, DISTRTCT2

COMMISSIONERS
JOITN BDARD, DNTNTCT 3

IIET{RY II'YETI'EI DNNRICT 4

Auguct2l,2000

The Honorablc Ray H. f,allood
Scrctary
U. S. Deprrtmeut of Tranrportrtion
12fi1 New Jenoy Avenue, SE
Washlngton, DC 20590

Re: 11e Abbanre lX)T/Mcridian & Eigbce Rallrmd TIGER Grant Requost

Dqr Secrctr{ Ir}Iootl:

Recentty it wro brcu3tt io my atbntion that Alrbama lhprrOent of Trrmportetlon wlll be
submitting e TIGER grent nquert to rebulH tte urrin lim of lhe Mcridirn & BigbcG Rrilrrcd il live
west acntrd Alabrm* counties Tlb prcject b crtfelnery lmportent to the fWure of our rcgion. Its
impac{ 8oe9 bcyond the typtcal tranrporlation infrastructure projcct, and is one that could help
transfom onr port of Alaboma.

Thc Mcridirn & Digbee seFvcs the reglon knowu as the *Blac-lr Belt'of Ahbrmai rn rrea
lsrgely left out of the trsmeudous ceononic dareSpment thd hes taken placc tbmnghout tbe rect of
Ahbrmr tnd the Sortheestcrn Unltcd Statc orcr the lrst del yerrs, The leck of siguifieant
industriel dcvelopment In the Bhch Bclt mcans dre drmnic uncmployncnt in tfto rcgion eontinuec to
bc an qyor-rrching pr,obhm,

A rebullt Merldian & BigDcc line will prwirlc erisfing rnd frtrne iildlstrirrl oompanies along
itn linc riflr frstcr end more depeniteble lhdght scn'lcg Ttk, dcd wl& thc fu ttat tho nllrmd
connects with threo ngtiorel Norfi Americen reihoedl, *ill *igniflcently ircrenee tbG rtlrrctivengs
of sltsr rlorg the rtllrord. I bellwe rcbulHlng thb rrll line is a criticel rtep in pnoviding a long term
solution to thG rcotromic eld cnployuent ctrllengcs of tbe Bhc|r Belt

A8 P. rubqtc Judge of Choctrw Coun{y ssd Chrimen of tbe Choctrw Coonty Commfuslon, I
respectfully ark your full onsldenffon and rupport of tte rllrbarna IXIT-Merldhn & Blgbeo
Railrood TIGER graut application.

v"wmf vry

K/-
D'Way{gMoy,l
Choctrw Coun

Ilirector Joe tilcl.nnen, A|rberne IIOT
Mr..Ierry Vqrt, Moridirn & B[bee Rrilrted
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JI'I}GE DIT'AYhIE MAY, CEA|nMAN
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COMMISSIONETS
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NENNY I,otETTT" DI TRICT 4

Auprt25,2009

Tbe Honorable Rny IL LaIImd
Secrrtery
U. S. Deprrhent of Tramportedon
1200 New Jeney Averue, SE
WashingtoqIlC 20590

Re: Ite Ahbemr lltOT/Uletidien & Blgbee Rrihuril TTGER GantReque*

Ilsar Secretrry LeHmd:

Recently ll was brought to my rtteutim thrt Ahbam Deparhcut of Tnmportrtbn wilt be
submithng a TIGDR grrnt ltqucst to rtbuild dre meln line of tDe Mcri.lien & BigDee Rtih!|d in fn€
west central Alrbame couoths. Thb project b extremely luportrnt to drc future of our rcgton. Its
impact goec bcyond thc typicl tnncportelion infrutrudurc projec( rnd ig one thrt Gould hclp
transfom our parl ofAlnbarrr,

The Meridirn & nigbce reficr the rcgion ltrown as Oe'Blech Bclt' of Allbrm$ tn ircr
laryely left out of the tremendous econonic devebpment thet bas takcn plece tbrouglrout thc rcct of
Alabama and tbe Soutbeutoro Unlicd Strb over the bst dcn yeerr Tbc hcl of rlgnltkant
industrial dcvclopment in the f,hck BGlt rnGrns the chronic unemplryment in the rtgion contiuues to
De an over-archiug prcblem.

A robuilt Meridian & BiFDcG linG rrill providc cnirting rnd foturo lndustrirl oompanlcs along
its lhe wttb faster lnd mote dependaDb l@bt scwica Ttlt, deil wlttr tte hct t[rl ffte reilroad
conneeb with threr nationrl Nortt Americrn rrilrwds will rignifiqnlly ircrcrsc lhc rttractiwness
of siEr ahng 6e rrllrord. I bcllwe rebulldhg thb rrll llne ls n crldcel st€p ln pm'lillng e long term
rolution to the eonouic and omploymcnt cbrllcngoc of tle Bkdr Bclf

As Counfusioner of Clroctrw Coouty DlrHct I, I respectftlly lsk your lhll conrldcratton
rnd rupport of the Aleberre ll(DT-Merftlirn & Bigbcc Reilrood fiGFR Srlnt rpplic$ion.,M
Cboetaw Coonty Distric{ I

cc: Dirccton Joe Mclnneq Alrbenr DOT
Itlr. Jerry Vegb Meridhn & BigDec Rti|rotd



CHOCTAW COUNTY COMn/fi SSION
r17 SOUTIIMUIJERRY- ST]TTE 9

BUTLER.ALABAMAS6904
JUDGE D{T'AYNE MAY, CEAINMAN

ALICE c. SMITI|, CLERX.TRE^flJNTN

coMMrs$roNEns
TO!{T L CIIERFY. DtrSTRIET I
C. D. RUFFIN, DISTRICT 2

COMMISSIONERT'
JOIIN DEARD,DISTRTCT3

Hn{RY I'VETT& DISIR,ICT 4

August25r2l[9

The llouorable Rny H. LrHood
Secrctary
U. $. Deprrtnent of Traruporletlon
1200 N:w Jerrey Avenue, SE
Wrehington, DC 20590

Re: The Alebama tX/I/Illcrtdhn & Blgbec Rrllroad TIGER GrantRoqucst

Dear $ecretrry LaIIood:

Rccmtly it wes brougfrt to my attartiotr ftat Alrbloe Deprrlrnent of Trrn$pofiefiom $'ill ltc
subultdng a TIGER gnnt rcquctt to rcbuild thc raln line of ttc Moridian & Bigb6 kihord in fivc
west centml Ahbama countieg. Thb proiect b ertremely importaot to tlre fiutore of,our rcgion lh
impoct goer bcyond the typical trrnsportrtbn infirstrtrct!rc pruject end b one thrt could help
tranrforu our pert of Alebana

Thc Mcridlan & Bfbee 3ew6 the rcgbn knom-n rr fln aB]rck Belt' of Alabemai an rnet
lsrgoly left out of ihc tremcndous cconomh da'c,lopncnt ftrt hns takcn phcc thronghont the rert of
Alrbamr end the Southerstcra Unihd Stetcs wrr (frc hst dozcil ycerr- Tltc bcft of dpificent
Indusfial derrelopmmt in the Bhck Eelf tncrns the chrorlc uncrnploynert in tba rcgbn conlinucs to
be en orrcrerching problem.

A t€Doft Mcridhn & BtsDec lineryill ptnvidectirti4 ard fturc indnsilrirl conpruica rlqng
iA line with fartcr and morc depcmdrbh ft,ctght scwie Thi$ dcd witr the fact that the reilrmd
corneeb wlth three nailond North Anerlcen rellroedr, llll slgntficently incne* the iltrectivemcss
of silss rlong the railrood. t belicyc rcbuilding this rail line is r criticrl rtep h pmvidlng e long tctm
colutlon to the coononic end employnemt clrlhngec of tte Black Eelt

A* Comminnioner of Cfroclrw Coonty Distdd a I rerpetfully rrk lmur fhll conrideratlou
end mpport of the Ahhna DOT-Morftlirn & B[bee Rnltroad flGAR grent application.

Very truly yourq

..oQ,"?**q
Choctaw County

ccl DlrcctorJoeltlclnnes' Alrbomr IIO-'T
Mn Jerry YeeG Meridirn & Blgbec Rdlrod

mi*skmer



CHOCTAW COT]NIY COMMISSION
U? SOTIfI{ MUIBERRY. SUNE 9

Btm,E& ALABAIT,IA 36904
JUDGE D'W^YFTE MAYI CEAIRII{AN

ALICE C. SNfiTII, CLENK.TREASURER

COMMISSIOWERSI
TONY L. CEER,RY, DISTNrcT r
E. D. NUFFII\, DLSTRICTz

COMMISSIONDNS
.'OHN BEAND. DISTRICT 3

IIENRY LOYETIE. DI TRICT C

Augrst ?5.'2UW

the Honorable Ray If. I,aHood
Secrc0ary
U. S. Deprrtment of Trf,Npoltrtion
l2tl0 Nem JerrW Avemue, SE
Washington,ItC 205!X)

Re Tle Alabrne ltOT/lJlsrfttirn & Bigbce Rrilrmd fIGER Grant Requect

Dear$eottnry LeHood:

Reoently it rac bmtgtt to my rttention ttrt Akbrrnr Departnent of Tnneporretion will be
cubnitting e TIGER gtlrnt rcgnct !o rebuild tte nain linc of lte lVlcridien & EigbGc Rrihoad frr flvc
werl centnl Ahbamr conntles. lhb plojcrt h exrrcnrs inportrnt to the flrture of our rcgbn. Iti
impec{ goGc bcyond the typical tr:rusportrtbn Infiutructurc projec! end ir one th{t coutd help
trnnsfonn our part of Alabama.

The Meridirn & Bigboe rcn'ee fte rrgi,on knowo er tbe sEleck Bcltt of Ahbcma; en rnet
hryely left out ofthc treaendous ooonomic developnorrt tftat hao takon phoe thruughout the rcet of
Ahbama end tle Southegtcnr Uuited Stabr over the lest doanr yearr. Thc hsk of tdglillcent
indugtrial development in the.Blec* Belt ucillsttrc chrsrtic uuempby'nent h thc reglon cottinucs to
be an over-rrching prcbbm.

A rcbuilt Merldlan & Btsb€e line wifl prwido cxiotlng and lbture Indnstriel sompnic rbng
Itr llne witb frstcr lnd more depcndrbh flefhtsen'he. Itb, ficd witt the frct ttat tbc rmrcee
counectc wlth thrce Ertiooel North Amcricar railrmdr, will signilroenfly incruac the afiractlvencco
of sitec rlong tbe rullrmd. I beNEye rcbuilding this rril liuc b r crldcrl rtep in pruviding r long term
solutlon to the Gcoromic md employmcnt chrllengec orf tbe Bbcls BdL

Ar Conmlsdoner of Choc{rrr County Dirtrict 3, I rcspectfolly erk prr fttl eonsidontlon
and supportof tte Abbame lXlf-Mcr"ldhn & Bfbee Rrilrcnd TlGERgrrutepplhafion.

Vcry truf,y yours,

Johu 1l[. Bcer4Comm issiorer
Choctaw County Dicfiet 3

sl: Director JocMclnncs, AleDqma DOT
Mr..Ierry Yecj Mcrldhn & BigDee Rrilrcxd



CHOCTAW COUNTY COMMISSION
U7 SOUTEMULBERRY. SUTTE 9

BUTLE&ALANAMA-q'9M
JUDGE D'WAIITE MAY. CEAIRMAN

ALICE C. \$MITI[ CLENK.IREASUNEN

coldlftssroNEns
TONY L. CEERRY, DL$TEICT 1
C, D. RT'I'NN, DI$TRICT2

COMMISSIONERS
JOHN REAND.DIYTRICT 3

TIft NRY LOVETIE. DISTNCT 4

August 2512009

Tht llonorabh Ray H. LoHood
Secretary
U. $ Deprrhent of Tmnsportaffon
| 200 New Jcrtcy Avenuq SE
lVashlngtonf DC 2lt59ll

Re: Tte Ahbane lltDT/lfferidirn & Bigbec Rdhoad TIQER G11111r Request

DearSecretrry LaHood:

Reoendy lt war bmuglt to my etiention flrer Ahbamr lhpcrtnent of Trrncportetio,n wilt bo
submltffng a TIGER grtnt rcqucct to rcbuild the maln llue of tbeMcriilhn & Eigbec Rrllrood ln five
*cdt centrrl Alebanr countlcs. Thb prciect b ertrcmcly importrnt b the future of uqr regfun. 16
lmpact goee bcyond ttrc tyaical trrosportetlon Inlhrctnrc{rrsproj€cq rnd is onc flut coutd-hctp
trrnsform our pert of Ahbema,

fho Merldien & Bigbee coFyqr thc regbn known as tbe.Bleck Bcltt of Alabanol on arca
largely lefl oot of the trumsndous ccononlc devclopncnt ftat hac tahcn plaoe throughouf thE rc6t of
Ahbqna and thc Soutleestero Untted Strtoo over the hst domr yeers. The lack of rtgnlllcrnt
tndurtirl detllopment il the Bhck Eelt nernr the cbrcrrh unemployncnt tn thc rcgion contmuer io
bc rtt sver-rrchlng problem.

A rcbuilt Meridtrn & Btsbcs lirc *ill provldo oxidng end lblom indnrfiiat comprnies etong
Itg llne *tth frsler and mort dcpendrbh frcight ecnice. T'hiu, tiGd with the frct thet tfiG Iraitroaa
comcc8 wlth thrce nrtionrl North Amed€a rellroadr, ffIl cignitirnntly insrcase tbe attrectivenccg
of sit€f elong the nllrood. I belleve rcbuilding thic rrit llne k r crlticel rtep irr providing r long term
solution to tbe coonomic and enploftqlt ehrlhngcl of the Elrclc Bdf.

As Commininner of Choctaw Comty Diatrkt 4I rcspectfafly relt lour full onclde]rtion
and rupport of the,Alabeme @T-Meridirn & Bfbee neilt$rd fiGER grrnt apptication.

cc: Direstor,troe Mclnnec, Ahbrrra D()f
Mr. JenyVcct Merldlsn A BigbeenrilFoqd

Very truly yourt,

7/-- zL
Heo ry LovettqCommissioner
Choctaw County Dlstrict 4



DALLAS CO UNTY CO MX/IISS/O,NI
_----___P.O. BOX 987--

1-334-874-2560 . FAX I-334-874-2587
SELMA, ALABAMA 3 670 2-O 9 8 7

CHAR,frTAN
Ktrnbrough L, Ballard

coratrxssIo rERs
RoU Moore
ConneL Towns
Larry Nickl,es
Curtis Wil.l.iams

August 24,2009

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Sectetary
U,S, Deparunert of Transportadon
1200 NewJersey Avenue, SE
Washrngton, DC 20590

I{E; TIGER Grant Reguest by Alabama DOT fot the Meridian & Bigbec Railroad

Dear Secretary LaHood:

This lettcr is to very rcspectfully aslt for your coflsideration and approval of a TIGER grant requesr
berng made by AIDOT to tebuild the ratl Lnc through west cenral Alabarna, This line, the
Mcridran & Bigbee ftailteai bctween Montgomery, Alabama and Meddian, Missrssippi, is a key part
of our efforts to attract new industties to our rcgxon. These new corttparxcs are very much necded
ro addtess the long term unemployment problems we face. A rebuilt rail-r-oad will bettet connect our
tcgion udth the rest of the Southeast, the Southvrest and Mexico.

Sfithout a TIGER Btant, tlus ptoject is beyond our firranciai means to start, Iet along cornplete. We
need yow support for this project.

As Chajrman of Dallas County Cornmission and Probate Judge of Da-llas County, Alabama I will
greatly appreciate yor:r help in reviewing and epproving this project for inclusion irr the TIGER
grant Progtam.

Kimbtd.w(h L. Ballard
Chairrnan - Dallas Countv Commrssion

DireccorJoe Mclnnes, Alabarna DOT

Jcry Vesg Meddian & Bigbee Rafuoad



Lowndes County Commission
P. O. Box 65

Hayneville, Alabama 36040
Phone: 334-54E-2331
FAX: 334-548-5101

Commbdoncrs
Charlic King. Jr. - Chairman
Robon Hanis
Joeeph Bo4onier
Dlckson Flrrior
Marzctt Thomrs . Vice Chairmrn

Iocquelyn J, Thomns
Adnlnlatretor . T[essuttr

Kimberly West
Asst, Admlntstrator . T[crsutrr

Amandu Taykrr
Chlef - hrrthedng Clerk

Gersldinc Ingram
Clcrk

David Butrs
Engirreer

August 28,2009

The Honorable RaY H. LaHood
Secretary
U.S, Department of Transportation
1200 New Jorsey Avenue, SE
Washingtoq DC 20590

Re: The Alabama DOT / Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request

Dear Sosetary LaFIood:

Recontly it wae brought to my attention that Alabama Department of Transportation
would be submitting a TIGER grant request to rebuild the main lino of the Meridian & Bigbee
Railroad in five west central Alabama counties. This project is extremely important to the future
of our region, Its impaot goes bolond the tlpical transportation infrastruoture project, and is onc
that could help transform ourpart of Alabama'

The Meridian & Bigbee seryes the region known as the "Black Beltr'of A,labama; an af,ea
largely left out of the kemendous elonomic development that has taken place throughout the rest
of l,UUama and the Southeastem United States over the last dozen years. The lack of significant
industrial development in the Black Belt rneans the chronic unemployment in the region
sontinues to be an over-arching problem.



A rebuilt Meridian & Bigbee line will provide existing and future industrial companies
along its line with faster and more dependable freight service, This, tied with the fact that the
railroad connocts with three national North American railroads, will significantly increase the
attractiveness of sites along the railroad, I believe it rebuilding this rail line is s critical step in
providing a long-term solution to thc economio and employmEnt chall€nges of the Black Belt.

As Chairman of the Lowndes County Commission, I respectfully ask your full
oonsidoration and support of the Alabarna DOT - Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER grant
application,

cc: Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT
Mr. Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbce Railroad

Yours tnrly,





ELIJAII SHAW III
Chtrirrnan/P crsonnpl Oll'i cel
Cornrnisgioncr
Disrict No.4
Oifioe Phonc: 2254528

JOHN MATTHI,WS
Visc Chainnan
Comruiwioner
Distrir:t No, 3
Officc Phonc; 6ll2-2OZL

MARK H. CURI,
Commivsi0ner
Distric't No. I
Ofticc Pbone: 682-4234

JOHN R. MOTON.JR,
Commitsioner
Ijistricr No, 2
Office l,honer 682-2022

RICKY POWELL
Clomruis$ioilet
District No, 5
()tficc Phone: 682-9842

RBC!NALD SOUTI{ALL
(lournrislrionsr
District No.6
Home Phr:nc; 963-49|14

FREDRICK POWEI,I,
Courtty Engincor
Officu Phone: 682-4725
Enrail ; wccng2(4iutchsi,conr

CLARISSA J. DSAR
Adrtinistrator
Ol!fice Pbone; 6tt2-91 l2
E'nrni l: wilsoxco@)tmnticntet, na

RAV A, MONTGOMEITY
Purohusing Agcnt
Oltce Phoner 6t12.5985
E mai h rayrrt2 (-ri)frond crnst.rl et
Fox: (334) 6t124285

cDoRcE FpNDl,EY, tl l
C0unry Attorncy
Otlice Phone; 682-5173

WILCOX COTINTY COMMISSION
P. O. BOX 488

12 WATSR STREET, SUITE 2oo
CAMDEN, ALABAMA36726

(334) 682-9112
FAX (334) 682-e62r

August 31,2009

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Seoretary U. S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20594

Re: TIGER Grant Request by ALDOT - Meridian and Bigbee Railroact

Dear Secretary LaHood:

The Wilcox County Commission requests your supPort of the TIGER Grant
application submitted by the Alabasra Department of Transportation to rebuild the
main line of ttre Meridian & Bigbee Railroad in Alabama.

The TIGER competitive grant program administered by your department provides a
tremendous opportunity to make a long tenn, game-changing invesfinent in the
Black Belt of Alabama. In a region largely overlooked in the pest by companies
seeking new sites for industrial plants, we neod to irnprove the attractivene.gs of the
region,

With a TIGER grent, Moridian & Bigbeo Railroad earr replace its main line rail in
Alabama, opening this conidor up as a highly efiicient conidor conneoting the
Southeast, Southwest and Mexico. The railroad connects with CSX, KCS and NS,
and this will help us attract new indu$try to our region, The cost of replacing the rail
is boyond the financial capabilities of the railroad. The project matches well with the
criteria of the TIGER program, and would make a successful public-private
partnership effort.

In my capacity as Chairman of the Wilcox County Commission, I respectfully ask
your full consideration and support of the Alabama Department of Transportation -

Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER grant application.

Sincerely,

t l

Elijah Sha',,f, III, Chairman

Co: Director Joe Mclnncs, Alabama DOT, Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee RailrOad
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Qeorge Satnc{f,aons

tol-ayr
office of % ayr
Sefma,,4fa\ama

August zt ,2oo9

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
rzoo New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 2o59o

Re: Support of the ALDOT - Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant
Request

Dear Secretary LaHood:

I am writing requesting your consideration and support of the TIGER grant
request being submitted by Alabama Department of Transportation for the
replacement of rail on the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B
RR).

As Mayor of the City of Selma, I see first hand the needs of our region of
Alabama. Unemployment levels in Selma and surrounding counties are
approaching zo%o and are among the highest in the nation. Because of the lack of
industrial development and jobs, personal income levels are among the lowest in
the nation. While the City of Selma, along with the Dallas County Commission,
the Selma & Dallas County EDA and the Chamber of Commerce, has been
working diligently to address many of the reasons for this lack of new companies
iocating in this area, improving the M&B RR rail corridor is an effort we greatly
need federal help to handle.

With a TIGER grant, M&B RR can replace its main line rail in Alabama, opening
this corridor up as a highly efficient corridor connecting the Southeast,
Southwest, and Mexico. The railroad connects with CSX, KCS and NS, and this
will help us attract new industry to our region.

Without a TIGER grant, this project is beyond our financial means to start, let
alone complete. We need your support for this project.

Sost Ofice 8o1150 - 222 rBroaf,.gtreet - .Se[ma, lk6dm'1 .]6702
(e[epfrone: (33!1) s7:1-2101 - facsimife - (3.11) s71-2.102

'"-3b,;'
"o "ru,, *.F*o-



The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
August 27,2oo9
Page z

We look forward to seeing you at our ribbon cutting once this effort is done!

Respectfully,

,q L// )flry7r'"*'
George Patrick Evans
Mayor
City of Selma

cc: Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT
Jerry E. Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad

Qost Office |/,o4150 - 222 Rroaf Street - Sefmd, ][a6ama 36702
'Te[epfrone: (33.1) 87'1-2101 - (Facsimife - (33'1) 87,1 2:102



AL{.BAMA-TOUUCBEE REGIONAL COMMISSION
107 Broad Strcet

Camden, Alabema 16726 (3r4) 68242t4
Fax

(rr4) 6E2-420'
Jortrt O-YDE tuGc,s

F:tcutivc Dircttor

August 21,2009

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood
Sscretary
U. S. Deparmrent of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE: TIGER Grant Request by Alabama DOT for the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad

Dear Secrctary LaHood:

This letter is to very respectably ask for your consideration and approval of a TIGER grant
reguest being macle by ALDOT to rebuild the rail line through west central Alabama. This line,
the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad benryeen Montgomery, Alabama and Meridian, Mississippi, is a
key part of our efforts to attract new inclustries to our region. These new companies are very
much needed to address the long term unemployment problems we face. A rebuilt railroad will
better connect our region with the rest of the Southeas! the Sourhwesr and Mexico.

As Executive Director of the Alabama-Tombigbee Regional Commission, which works for and
with Dallas, Wilcox, Marengo and Choctaw County, I will greatly appreciate your help in
reviewing and approving this project for inclusion in the TIGER gra.nt progran.

Respectfully,

ALABAMA-TOMBIGBEE REGIONAL COMMISSION

JCR: ejm
cc: Director Joe Mclnnes, ALDOT

Jerry Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad



 

Together We Work 
912 Selma Avenue | Selma. Alabama 36701 

334-875-8365 bus | 334-875-8453 fax 

vardaman@selmaeda.com | www.SelmaEDA.com 

September 1, 2009 

 

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood, Secretary 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 

Washington, DC  20590 
 

Subject: Support of the ALDOT – Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Request 
 

Dear Secretary LaHood: 
 

As Executive Director of the Selma & Dallas County Economic Development Authority and President of the Centre for 

Commerce, I am asking for consideration and support for a TIGER grant application you will soon be receiving from the Alabama 

Department of Transportation. The project, replacement of the rail on the main line of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B) 

through west central Alabama, is a key component to our efforts to attract new industry and jobs to our region. 
 

Selma and Dallas County are in the heart of the Alabama Black Belt. This region suffers from chronic unemployment. The state 

and region are focused on addressing this situation, but part of the solution is improving our transportation infrastructure. This is 

why the M&B rail TIGER rail project is so important to us. Bringing this rail line up to modern freight standards will open up two 

major projects that I believe are cornerstones in helping Selma, Dallas County, and the entire Alabama Black Belt region: 
 

• First, we can move forward with efforts to make Selma a truly multi-modal center. There are two locations southeast of Selma 

on the M&B that are "shovel ready" to construct an intermodal terminal. This terminal would directly compliment the 

significant sites available in and around the Craig Field Airport and Industrial Complex currently available for distribution 

centers, build off of the highway projects, and airport improvements already underway in our region. Attached is a site map of 

one of the potential intermodal sites located in the Craig Industrial Park that we feel would work.  
 

• Second, our efforts to land a major industrial sector facility in Dallas County will be significantly enhanced. The M&B can 

provide efficient and unbiased access to three major freight railroads: CSX Transportation, Kansas City Southern Railway, 

and Norfolk Southern. Once the rail line is upgraded, this will be a major draw for any company requiring rail service. One of 

our available sites served by M&B is the "South Dallas Godwin Site.” This prime location is one of only nine AdvantageSites 

designated in Alabama that is ready for immediate development. Attached is an aerial map of this property. 
 

While the owner of the railroad has invested tremendously into this line since its purchase in 2005, upgrading the M&B is beyond 

the financial ability of either the railroad or the state. The TIGER grant program provides an excellent opportunity for a public – 

private partnership to allow work upgrading this corridor to continue, and I sincerely request your support for this project, and for 

the Black Belt region of Alabama. 
 

Sincerely, 

 
M. Wayne Vardaman 

Executive Director 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 

cc: Director Joe McInnes, Alabama DOT 

       Jerry E. Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad 
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Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant
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-LCrdlg Fnn finpolT AND lNousTRtAL Auruolry
Building 48. Craig Field

Post Office Box1421

Selma, AL 36702-1421

Voice (334) 874-7419

Fax (334) 87+8225

craigairport@bellsouth.net

-a_

The Honorable Ray H. LaHood

August 28,2009

Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, S.E.
Washington, DC 20590

RE: The Alabama DOT / Meridian & Bigbee Railroad TIGER Grant Project

Dear Secretary LaHood:

I am Executive Director of Craig Field Airport and Industrial Authority, located just east of Selma,
Alabama in Dallas County. Our facility is a decommissioned military base, converted to public use in
1978. Since that time we have worked to capitalize on this great facility, working to make it a catalyst of
job groMh for Dallas County and the entire Black Belt region.

Unfortunately, our region suffers from a long term unemployment problem. Current
unempfoyment rates for the counties making up the Black Belt are in the 20+o/o range; much higher than
either the national or Alabama state averages. One major reason for these chronically high
unemployment levels is the historic lack of transportation infrastructure in Dallas County. While we have
worked hard to upgrade Craig Field Airport for industrial purposes and Alabama DOT is working to
upgrade our major east - west highway, U.S. 80, the condition of the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad (M&B)
main line remains an inhibition in our efforts to attract new industry to the area in general, and specifically
our industrial park.

One immediate opportunity we have is to develop an intermodal terminal either within the Craig
Field Industrial Park or on a rail - served property close to it. Within our industrial park we have a great
site for such a terminal (map of site attached). Such a terminal will help us bring other development to
the area, specifically distribution centers. We believe that the terminal will compliment the other multi-
modal aspects of our complex, and become a major draw to industry to the Black Belt. To do this, we
need the M&B main line brought up to modern industry standards.

We need your help. Your support and approval of the TIGER grant application being made by
Alabama Department of Transportation for the upgrading of the M&B main line is extremely important to
the economic future of the Black Belt, and will be greatly appreciated.

MWDlpma
Attachment
cc: Director Joe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT

Jerry E. Vest, Meridian & Bigbee Railroad
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4344 Highwoy 4l Sourh
Sclma, AL 3670I
(P) 334-4r&0005
G) 334.4r8.0010

www.ullordand assoc,cour

August 25,2009

The l{onorablc Ray H.I-al{ood
Secretary
U.S. Depattmcnt of Transportation
1200 NewJersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE: TIGER Gmnt Request by Alabama DOl- for the Meridiao & Bigbee Railroad

Dear Sectetaty I-al{ood:

'Ihis letter is to very respectfully ask fot yoru consideration and approval of a TIGER grant request
b"iog made by ALDOT to rebuild the rail line through $rest central Alabarna. Ttris line, the
Mettdian & Bigbcc ft"ilt61d bctwcen Montgomery, Alabama and Meridian, Mississippr, is a key part
of our efforts to etttact new rndusttias to our reglory tlcsc ncw companics arc vcry rnuch needed to
addEess the long teun unemployment ptoblerns we face. A rebuilt railroad will better conncct our
rcgion with thc tcst of thc Southensg rhe Sourhwest and Mexico.

As Manager of South Dallas Industrial Park, which is served by Mcridian & Bigbcc l{ailroad I will
greatly appteciate your help in reviewing and approving this project for inclusion in the TTGER
gmnr Progtam.

Respectfully,

cc: DirectorJpe Mclnnes, Alabama DOT

Jerry Yest, Mendiart dc Bigbee Railroad

Geotge F^ Alford,Jn
Manager, South Dalias Irrdusttial Park





Alabama DOT 

Meridian and Bigbee Railroad

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project
Project Cost Detail

Items Qty Units Unit Price Total Cost

Preliminary

Administration (Third Party Contractor) $200,000.00

Engineering and Project Management 8% contingency $4,782,178.00

Alabama DOT Admin / Grant Oversight $700,000.00

Prelim. Total $5,682,178.00

Labor

New Rail Installation 115RE 380 days $6,000.00 $2,280,000.00

Welding 312 each $375.00 $117,000.00

Turnout Installation 39 each $4,500.00 $175,500.00

Diamond Installation 2 each $6,000.00 $12,000.00

Road Crossing Rebuilding and Repair 126 each $1,200.00 $151,200.00

Surfacing 125 miles $3,965.00 $495,625.00

Surfacing (turnouts) 39 each $1,500.00 $58,500.00

Internal Labor (Flagging, Inspection, Signals) 5500 hours $30.00 $165,000.00

Internal Misc. (Eqpmt, Vehicle, Lodging) 1 net 300,000 $300,000.00

Labor Total $3,754,825.00

Materials

Rail 115RE 25,330 tons $1,300.00 $32,929,000.00

Thermite Weld (turnouts) 312 each $75.00 $23,400.00

Electric Flash-Butt Weld 918 each $750.00 $688,500.00

Tie Plate (14-3/4") 881,000 each $12.00 $10,572,000.00

Tie Plate (18") 4000 each $17.00 $68,000.00

Spikes (5/8" x 6") 1,514,750 each $1.50 $2,272,125.00

Anchors 1,081,000 each $2.25 $2,432,250.00

Joint Bars 400 pair $60.00 $24,000.00

Bolts/Nuts (1" x 6") 2000 each $3.15 $6,300.00

Washers 2000 each $0.75 $1,500.00

Liquid Tie Plug (SpikeFast) 12,500 gallons $190.00 $2,375,000.00

Turnout (#10 RBM) 39 each $45,000.00 $1,755,000.00

Ballast (turnouts) 3900 tons $28.00 $109,200.00

Ballast (surfacing) 62500 tons $28.00 $1,750,000.00

Crossties 2000 each $38.00 $76,000.00

Asphalt (road crossing patch) 800 tons $54.00 $43,200.00

Highway grade crossing replacement 2000 feet $1,500.00 $3,000,000.00

Railroad at-grade crossing 2 each $170,000.00 $340,000.00

Insulated Joints (bonded epoxy) 60 each $1,100.00 $66,000.00

Salvage Old Rail 1,321,500 feet ($2.05) ($2,709,075.00)

Material Total $55,822,400.00

Project Total $65,259,403.00

09-09-09 MNBR TIGER Engineering Info,

Project Costs - MNBR TIGER

FINAL ESTIMATE

FOR TIGER SUBMISSION As of September 9, 2009
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through the Black Belt Region of Alabama 

 

Executive Summary 
 
The Black Belt region, a geographically referenced area comprised of counties within the states 
of Alabama and  Mississippi noted for its poverty, low education levels, and lack of jobs,  has 
historically lacked the industrial growth and success of other parts of Alabama or the Southeast 
U.S.   The southeast region of the country, in particular the State of Alabama, has enjoyed 
numerous economic development successes over the past decade but the Black Belt has not 
experienced much impact from these projects.   
 
The University of Alabama in Huntsville Office for Freight, Logistics, and Transportation was 
commissioned by the Meridian & Bigbee Railroad to analyze the freight corridor through the 
Black Belt region.  The purpose of the analysis is to estimate the growth of freight over the next 
20 years within and through the Black Belt Region of Alabama freight corridor and to find how 
rail freight transportation may contribute to the region’s economic growth.  The results of this 
analysis are summarized in this report. 
 
1.  Introduction 

 
The transportation of goods from sources of raw materials through the manufacturing processes 
to the consumer has always been an important component of successful economic growth.  
Transportation systems made it possible for the U.S. economy to change from a primarily 
agricultural-based to industrial-based economy.  The migration of the population to industrial 
centers made it even more important that transportation networks be able to keep the raw 
materials, food, finished goods, etc. flowing to and between the markets.  Roads, rail, water, and 
air transportation systems made it possible for the U.S. economy to become a global 
manufacturing powerhouse by the 20th century.  It is with this development in mind that 
Alabama must ensure that its transportation network continues to provide links to markets across 
the U.S., North America, and around the globe. 
 
 
2.  Economic Challenges of the Black Belt 

 
The Black Belt region of Alabama is located across twelve counties in the central region of the 
state.  It is so named because of its rich black soil.  Since its agricultural prominence before the 
Civil War, the Black Belt has not enjoyed the industrial growth and success of other parts of 
Alabama or the Southeast U.S.  Unemployment can be twice the rate of nearby counties in 
Alabama and Mississippi.   Population continues to leave for better opportunities, while “poverty 
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grinds away at many of its citizens”.  Alabama Governor Bob Riley’s Black Belt Action 
Commission was formed in 2004 to “measurably improve the quality of life in Alabama/s Black 
Belt region…”.   When this Commission kicked-off its efforts, a survey of Black Belt adult 
residents found that the [lack of] jobs and industry to be the major problem facing the region.1 

 
The top five problems identified in the survey with the percentages of response for each are: 

 
 Jobs/Industry  30% 
 Roads   13% 
 Schools/Education 11% 
 Drugs/Crime  7% 
 Local Government 4% 

 
Poverty conditions still exist while industry literally passes by or through the Black Belt.  Freight 
transportation networks such as the Meridian & Bigbee (M&B) railroad cross the Black Belt 
moving vital goods into, out of, and through the region.   The links provided by the 
transportation network are not only critical to the residents today but may play an important role 
in keeping the Black Belt region from once again missing out on the industrial growth that lies 
ahead for the Southeast U.S. 

 
3.  Economic Areas 
 
No county or state economy is self-contained.  The trade of goods and services outside the 
county or state is vitally important to its economic success.   Regions of interdependent 
economic activity have been defined in many ways.  Micropolitan Areas, Metropolitan Areas, 
and Economic Areas are three ways in which regions are distinguished for economic analysis. 
 
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis defines geographic areas into regional economic 
markets.  This regional definition which is broader than metropolitan areas or micropolitan areas 
may be used to better represent the economic activity of a region.  The geographic area defined 
by an economic area can represent the basin for industrial supply-chain geography and business 
to business trading relationships especially when heavy and/or bulky materials and goods must 
be transported. 

 “BEA's economic areas define the relevant regional markets surrounding 
metropolitan or micropolitan statistical areas. They consist of one or more 
economic nodes - metropolitan or micropolitan statistical areas that serve as 
regional centers of economic activity - and the surrounding counties that are 
economically related to the nodes. The economic areas were redefined on 
November 17, 2004, and are based on commuting data from the 2000 decennial 
population census, on redefined statistical areas from OMB (February 2004), and 
on newspaper circulation data from the Audit Bureau of Circulations for 2001.”2    
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Jackson –
Yazoo City 

EA

Tupelo
EA

Montgomery 
– Alex City 

EA

There are three primary economic areas relevant to the Black Belt freight corridor market regions 
in Alabama and Mississippi.3 

 Montgomery – Alexander City, Alabama 

 Jackson – Yazoo City, Mississippi 

 Tupelo, Mississippi 

The Mobile- Daphne-Fairhope, AL Economic Area (112) is not selected as much of the freight 
activity in located on the southern end of the area and the robust transportation infrastructure in 
the Mobile City area should continue to attract the freight in this region,  Likewise, the 
Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman, AL Economic Area (19) is not included due to the ample 
transportation infrastructure for east-west freight should continue to attract freight in this region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.  Three primary economic areas relevant to AL/MS Black Belt freight 
corridor market  
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Economic Area
Metropolitan 

Areas
Micropolitan   

Areas Population

Per Capita 
Personal 
Income

546,348         $31,866

Montgomery Troy
Selma
Alexander City

       1,685,440 $28,047
Jackson Brookhaven
Hattiesburg Cleveland

Greenville
Greenwood
Grenada
Indianola
Laurel
McComb
Meridian
Natchez
Warren
Yazoo City

Tupelo, MS 537,429         $26,015
Tupelo
Columbus -            
Corinth
Itawamba
Pontotoc
Starkville

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

2007

Jackson - Yazoo City, MS

Montgomery - Alexander City, AL

The metropolitan and micropolitan areas represented in these three economic areas are noted in 
Table 3.1.4 

 Table 3.1. Metropolitan and Micropolitan areas within AL/MS Black Belt Freight 
Corridor Market economic areas 
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4.  Industrial Clusters 
 
The concept of Industrial Clusters was developed through the research of Michael Porter, Ph.D. 
of the Harvard Business School.  Specifically, “Traded Industry Clusters” represent relationships 
that exist in a geographic region among businesses that produce products or services that are 
“traded” with or consumed by other geographic regions.  The Institute for Strategy and 
Competitiveness at the Harvard Business School collects data and performs research on industry 
relationships.   This research has identified major industry clusters for each Economic Area of 
the U.S.  Although employment and local concentrations of businesses are important factors in 
selecting these clusters, other factors such as economic significance are utilized in the selection 
of a major cluster.5   Transportation is important in many industry clusters as raw materials, 
intermediate products, and final products must be transported to the next step along the supply 
chain until the final product is delivered to the end-user/consumer.     
 
The Meridian & Bigbee Railroad directly serves an important region of Alabama and 
Mississippi.  To a greater extent, the M&B Railroad in the Black Belt region of Alabama serves 
large freight corridors on either side of Alabama and Mississippi.  The railroad infrastructure, 
which is mostly controlled by Class I railroads like Norfolk Southern, Kansas City Southern, and 
CSX, makes this an important corridor for rail freight. 
 

4.1.  Montgomery – Alexander City, AL Economic Area 
 
The major industry clusters in the Montgomery –Alexander City, AL Economic Area as defined 
by the Institute for Strategy & Competitiveness are listed below.6 

 
Major Industry Clusters 

 Automotive 
 Plastics 
 Building, Fixtures, Equipment & 

Services 
 Distribution Services 
 Heavy Construction Services 
 Apparel  

 Textiles 
 Forest Products 
 Furniture 
 Heavy Machinery 
 Construction Materials 
 Agricultural Products
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4.2.  Jackson – Yazoo City, Mississippi Economic Area 
 
The major industrial clusters in the Jackson – Yazoo City, MS Economic Area as defined by the 
Institute for Strategy & Competitiveness are noted below.7 

 
Major Industry Clusters 

 Power Generation 
 Motor Driven Products 
 Forest Products 
 Heavy Construction Services 
 Automotive 
 Fishing & Fishing Products 
 Furniture 
 Apparel 
 Oil & Gas Products & Services 

 Agricultural Products 
 Construction Materials 
 Heavy Machinery 
 Biopharmaceuticals 
 Production Technology 
 Building, Fixtures, Equipment & 

Services 
 Chemical Products 
 Plastics 

 
4.3.  Tupelo, Mississippi Economic Area 
 
The major industrial clusters in the Tupelo, MS economic area as defined by the Institute for 
Strategy & Competitiveness are compiled below.8 

 
Major Industry Clusters 

 Furniture 
 Building Fixtures, Equipment & 

Services 
 Plastics 
 Processed Food 
 Heavy Construction Services 
 Sporting, Recreational & Children’s 

Goods 
 Prefabricated Enclosures 
 Apparel 

 Construction Materials 
 Textiles 
 Forest Products 
 Metal Manufacturing 
 Chemical Products 
 Agricultural Products 
 Automotive 
 Production Technology 
 Heavy Machinery 
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5.   Black Belt Industrial Development Opportunities Requiring Rail Services 
 
Opportunities for economic growth can arise from many sources.  Existing companies may 
capture a larger share of their market(s) or enter an entirely new market.  New companies may 
choose to locate a new or relocate an existing plant to realize the benefits available from 
operating in a particular region.  Regardless the reason, companies must consider the suitability 
of a location in both the short-term start-up and the over longer-term horizons.  “Ready-to-go” 
industrial sites with the necessary attributes such as access to rail transportation and robust 
industry clusters in or accessible from the region that directly relate to the company’s supplier, 
vendor, and customer networks can make a difference in capturing industrial projects.  Of 
course, being ready at the right time to take advantage of the opportunity should not be 
discounted in the success formula.  The Black Belt region has positive attributes with which to 
encourage growth.  Understanding the industry clusters on either end of the Black Belt freight 
corridor and leveraging access to industrial sites in the region suitable for these clusters can 
increase the industrial development opportunities available to the region.    
 
5.1.  Major Industry Clusters Summary 

Utilizing the major industry clusters of the three economic areas identified by the Harvard 
Institute for Strategy and Competitiveness and consolidating them, a matrix has been compiled 
which summarizes the industrial markets.9  This matrix is demonstrated in Table 5.1 along with 
further segmentation of these markets into “Now Serving” and  “Potential” markets. The table 
also exhibits ranking based on employment which provides an perspective on the significance to 
the Alabama and Mississippi economies dependent on transportation infrastructure especially 
fully functional railroads.  
 
The matrix in Table 5.1 highlights whether a particular cluster is now being served by the M&B 
Railroad (shown in green), is a cluster with potential for rail transportation services growth 
(shown in blue),  or if the cluster is present in the economic area but not necessarily a primary 
user of rail services (shown in yellow). 
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Table 5.1.  Major Industry Clusters in the Geographic Corridor 
 

 

 
 

Major Industry Clusters in the         
Geographic Corridor*

Montgomery - 
Alexander 
City, AL

Jackson-Yazoo 
City, MS Tupelo, MS

Employ
ment*

Furniture Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 31,190  

Heavy Construction Services 24,425  

Automotive Potential Potential Potential 22,701  

Distribution Services Potential Potential Potential 13,212  

Processed Food Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 11,995  

Plastics Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 11,275  

Building Fixtures, Equipment & Services 10,809  

Motor Driven Products 10,400  

Forest Products Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 8,630     

Metal Manufacturing Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 7,832     

Power Generation & Transmission 6,240     

Apparel 5,220     

Oil & Gas Products Now Serving 5,107     

Heavy Machinery Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 4,696     

Production Technology 4,490     

Prefabricated Enclosures 4,235     

Agricultural Products Potential Potential Potential 3,610     

Fishing & Fishing Products 3,357     

Textiles 3,175     

Chemical Products Now Serving Now Serving 3,130     

Construction Materials Now Serving Now Serving Now Serving 2,855     

Biopharmaceutical 1,805     

Sporting, Recreational & Children's Goods  1,300     

* Michael Porter, Ph.D., Harvard Institute for Strategy & Competitiveness, August 21, 2009.   www.isc.hbs.edu
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The employment levels associated with industry clusters served by rail in Table 5.1 discloses 
how rail transportation is an important component for much of the industrial base of the 
Southeast U.S. region.  Currently, the M&B is serving at least nine industrial clusters among the 
23 major industrial clusters across the region.10  The nine industrial clusters now being served by 
the M&B are:  
 

 Chemical Products 
 Construction Materials 
 Forest Products 
 Furniture 
 Heavy Machinery 

 Metal Manufacturing 
 Oil & Gas Products 
 Plastics 
 Processed Food 

 

There are three additional industry clusters, highlighted in Table 5.1 as “Potential” markets, 
which often use rail transportation that could be growth opportunities for the M&B railroad 
corridor through the Black Belt.  As the industries in these three clusters grow and/or seek 
alternative transportation services, rail transportation could become an important requirement for 
many companies.  The three additional clusters are: 

 Automotive – raw materials, parts, tooling, finished automobiles, etc. (22,701 jobs) 
 Distribution Services – warehousing, third party logistics, etc.  (13,212 jobs) 
 Agricultural Products – grains, livestock, etc.  (3,610 jobs) 

  
The recognition by the Institute for Strategy & Competitiveness at Harvard University of these 
three as major industry clusters coupled with the combined employment level of 39,523 reflected 
in Table 5.1, suggest that all three of these clusters are significant to the Alabama and 
Mississippi economies today and their relative importance to both states could grow as the global 
marketplace evolves.    
 
Additionally, the freight volumes handled in the Atlanta, Georgia Economic Area could create 
opportunities driven by logistics changes and challenges.  For instance, distribution service 
operations are now handling significant volumes of freight originating in and/or destined for the 
East coast through Southwest U.S. including Mexico.   With significant freight, especially 
containerized freight, now being moved through the Southern U.S. rail corridor, the regions now 
being served by the M&B Railroad could be prime areas for distribution service companies to 
expand or open a new facility.  The logistics advantages of avoiding congestion can increase in 
priority as energy costs rise and/or inventory management networks are reorganized.   
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5.2.  Industrial Sites 
 
Alabama has multiple industrial parks and sites with rail access to either the M&B or other 
railroads that connect with the M&B available in the Black Belt freight corridor.  These sites 
range in size from a mega site of 700 acres down to 5 acre lots suitable for a single building.   
Most of this acreage has access to rail service and/or is in close proximity to potential intermodal 
yards.  In some cases, sites have access to road, rail, and water transportation.  Industrial sites 
with ready access to three or more modes of transportation are important assets for the state and 
local economic development authorities.  The Alabama Power Building and Sites Database lists 
the available industrial sites and parks in this corridor in Table 5.2 below.11 

 
Table 5.2.  Industrial Sites Along the Corridor Served by the M&B Railroad 

 

 
 
 
 

Industrial Site City County
Closest Rail 

Service
Rail Service 

Status Zoned
Total 

Acreage

Airport Industrial Park Demopolis Marengo Norfolk Southern spur available Agriculture 45

Bell Road Industrial Park Selma Dallas Norfolk Southern adjacent track Light Industrial 198

Butler Industrial Park Butler Choctaw Light Industrial 80

Craig Industrial Park Selma Dallas M&B Railroad spur available Light Industrial 700

Industrial Park South Demopolis Marengo BNSF < 1500ft Heavy Industrial 60

Linden Industrial Park Linden Marengo A & G Railroad Co adjacent track Heavy Industrial 250

Selfield Industrial Park Selma Dallas Norfolk Southern adjacent track N/A 114

South Dallas Build-to-Suit Selma Dallas M&B Railroad < 3000ft N/A 10
South Dallas Godwin Site - 
ADVANTAGE SITE Selma Dallas M&B Railroad < 500ft Heavy Industrial 305

South Dallas Industrial Park Selma Dallas M&B Railroad adjacent track Light Industrial 600

Tombigbee Industrial Site Demopolis Marengo A & G Railroad Co spur available Heavy Industrial 51

Industrial Sites Along the Corridor Served by the M&B Railroad

Source: Alabama Power Building & Site Searches  www.amazingalabama.com/data/siteportal.aspx 
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6.  Significance of an East-West Freight Corridor in the Black Belt Region 

Freight corridor development has been greatly influenced by natural topological features like 
river crossings, mountain passes, or river ports.  The presence of an established freight corridor is 
a valuable asset for not only the local region but also for the nation.  The east-west freight 
corridor through the Black Belt region of Alabama is such an asset which can grow with proper 
attention and investment.   
 
Certainly there is potential for the existing rail freight volumes to grow from economic 
expansion in the nation.   Additionally, there could be growth opportunities for rail freight 
growth in this corridor from factors like energy cost increases, time consuming congestion 
expansion, or other factors which could encourage transportation mode shifts.   Considering the 
truck and rail/truck freight that is now traveling across the southern U.S. may help quantify the 
potential for mode-change growth in rail freight volumes. 
 
6.1.  Pass-Through Truck Freight Volumes 
 
Opportunities for growth in the Black Belt freight corridor may come from the combination of 
existing industrial expansion, new industries locating in the region, and from capturing market 
share from other modes of transportation.  Significant opportunities for freight growth along the 
Black Belt freight corridor should include the truck freight and truck/rail freight that is now 
passing through Alabama from West to East as well as from East to West.  The Federal Highway 
Administration’s Freight Analysis Framework 2 (FAF2) database contains information on the 
freight being transported across the nation’s roadways as viewed in Figure 6.1.12   
 
Using the FAF2 database, the total annual volume of truck + rail/truck freight passing through 
Alabama in 2002 originating west of Alabama and destined for east of Alabama along the 
southern U.S. freight corridor is estimated to be 29,160 kilotons or the equivalent of 364,504 
railcar loads.  Truck + rail/truck freight originating east of Alabama and destined for west of 
Alabama is estimated to be 10,773 kilotons or the equivalent of 134,660 railcars annually.13    
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Origin & Destination Pairs 
Through Alabama

Figure 6.1.  Geographic Areas for the Freight Analysis Framework 
and 2002 Commodity Flow Survey

 
 
The exact amount or even the types of commodities which may be captured by rail is unknown.  
Containerization of freight continues to expand with more nontraditional cargo being shipped in 
containers, e.g. grain, wood pulp, gravel, etc.  Although much of the freight that is now being 
trucked across the state of Alabama may not currently be a candidate for rail, future 
containerization initiatives could make rail transportation a viable alternative. 
 
This truck + rail/truck freight volumes are expected to grow at an overall average annual rate of 
2.17%.  By 2030, the annual truck + rail/truck freight originating west of Alabama and destined 
for east of Alabama is forecasted to be 30,148 kilotons (376,846 railcar equivalents) and 50,976 
kilotons (637,196 railcar equivalents) in the other direction…an increase of 180% and 75% 
respectively.14 Capturing even a relatively small amount of this existing freight transportation 
volume already in this freight lane creates significant growth potential for the Black Belt rail 
corridor.  
 
In Table 6.1, the volume of annual truck freight passing through Alabama along the southern 
U.S. freight corridor is shown by FY 2002 actual weight (in kilotons), forecasted 2030 weight 
and an estimated railroad car equivalent.15 
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Annual Kilotons
Estimated 

Railcar
Annual 
Equivalents*

  Actual 2002
Forecasted 

2030   Actual 2002
Forecasted 

2030

Arizona FL 20                     99                     247                   1,232                
GA 48                     282                   598                   3,527                
NC 72                     254                   895                   3,178                
SC 20                     56                     252                   703                   

California FL 88                     539                   1,096                6,732                
GA 740                   3,522                9,256                44,026              
LA 139                   559                   1,741                6,991                
NC 446                   1,563                5,571                19,539              
SC 146                   610                   1,820                7,629                

Louisiana FL 35                     31                     435                   383                   
GA 715                   283                   8,941                3,538                
LA 17,801              18,017              222,513           225,206           
NC 324                   174                   4,047                2,170                
SC 233                   219                   2,916                2,736                

New Mexico FL 15                     194                   189                   2,430                
GA 100                   556                   1,252                6,952                
NC 22                     27                     271                   340                   
SC 3                        9                        33                     118                   

Texas FL 321                   1,208                4,018                15,104              
GA 2,471                7,906                30,883              98,830              
LA 2,586                7,772                32,323              97,153              
NC 1,770                3,944                22,121              49,306              
SC 1,047                3,150                13,087              39,373              

 Subtotal East Bound 29,160              50,976              364,504           637,196           
-                  

Florida AZ 13                     28                     165                   348                   
CA 12                     33                     154                   410                   
LA 81                     158                   1,018                1,972                
NM 6                        9                        77                     116                   
TX 467                   1,435                5,840                17,935              

Georgia AZ 189                   321                   2,359                4,014                
CA 165                   659                   2,064                8,238                
LA 514                   1,410                6,425                17,623              
NM 15                     21                     188                   269                   
TX 3,436                11,010              42,944              137,629           

North Carolina AZ 511                   1,017                6,386                12,711              
CA 70                     225                   875                   2,818                
LA 169                   399                   2,116                4,987                
NM 25                     27                     308                   338                   
TX 2,839                6,094                35,482              76,178              

South Carolina AZ 130                   309                   1,619                3,862                
CA 111                   407                   1,389                5,083                
LA 65                     111                   810                   1,392                
NM 7                        10                     93                     122                   
TX 1,948                6,464                24,348              80,800              

  Subtotal West Bound 10,773              30,148              134,660           376,846           -                  
Grand Total 39,933              81,123              499,164           1,014,043        

Source:  Freight Analysis Framework 2 Database.  Railcars estimated at 80 tons.

Destination 
State

Originating 
State

Table 6.1.  Annual Truck Freight Passing Through Alabama  
Along the Southern U.S. Freight Corridor 
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7.  Importance of Railroads to Economic Growth in Alabama and the Black 
Belt Region 

 
Economic development projects come in all shapes and sizes.  They are often measured in terms 
of announced jobs and capital investment.  These measures are imperfect in estimating the total 
impact on an area from a project.   Over the past decade, Alabama has landed a number of 
sizable projects.  Although not all projects generate large amounts of freight, many of Alabama’s 
successes were made possible by access to rail.    
 
In fact, according to interviews with several regional economic development professionals, 
“between 10% and 20% of economic development projects today and into the foreseeable future 
have a requirement for rail access.”16   
 
Communities, regions, and states that cannot offer sites that meet a specific transportation 
requirement are not able to compete for the jobs.  Simply stated, industrial sites and ultimately 
states are eliminated early in the location decision analysis if they cannot meet the minimum site 
requirements like access to appropriately capable rail.  In fact, the economic development 
professionals interviewed all said that major projects often require access to two or more 
railroads in order to not be totally dependent on a single rail freight transportation provider. 
 
The State of Alabama new industry project announcements for 1999-2008 are provided in Table 
7.1.17   This list of major new industry announcements shows that growth has occurred around 
the Black Belt region and in the Montgomery-Alexander City Economic Area but none has yet 
landed in the Black Belt rail corridor.  Although there are no guarantees of future 
announcements, the Black Belt freight corridor is geographically positioned to benefit from the 
growth of supply chain networks for the new companies.  Rail transportation of freight between 
suppliers and customers is an important factor for several of these major new industries, e.g., 
automotive, steel, building materials, etc.  The next decade could be the time for the Black Belt 
to participate in economic prosperity. 
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Table 7.1.   Major New Industry Announcements in Alabama 1999-2008 
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8.  Conclusions 

Review of the Black Belt region, industrial composition in the adjacent economic areas, and the 
volume of truck and rail/truck freight currently moving along the southern U.S. freight corridor 
suggests the following observations. 
 

 The Black Belt Region in Alabama needs economic growth opportunities to break the 
cycle of poverty present there for more than a century. 

 Economic Areas of Montgomery-Alexander City, AL; Jackson-Yazoo City, MS; and 
Tupelo, MS, have a significant presence of industries which traditionally rely on rail 
transportation. 

 The Meridian & Bigbee Railroad is currently serving nine industry clusters which 
employed 55,520 in 2006. 

 There are at least three additional industry clusters employing 39,523 in 2006 that could 
be served by an improved Meridian & Bigbee Railroad. 

 There is a significant amount of freight passing through Alabama today by truck and 
rail/truck.  It is expected that the volume of this freight will grow by 103% by 2030.  An 
improved rail corridor should be able to facilitate and/or capture a significant amount of 
this growth. 

 Freight corridors can provide opportunities for growth especially connecting areas of 
robust economic activity. 

 The Meridian & Bigbee Railroad is a vital transportation network link for the Black Belt 
Region of Alabama and the Southern U.S.   

 

8.1.  Alabama Black Belt - Revisit 

The Black Belt area of Alabama has struggled for decades to grow its economy.  Currently, there 
are efforts underway like Alabama Governor Bob Riley’s Black Belt Action Commission to 
“measurably improve the quality of life in Alabama's Black Belt region by actively working with 
all citizens of Alabama and any other supportive parties.”18   
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A map of the geographic locations of the counties included in the Black Belt area is in Fig. 8.1. 19 

 

 

Fig 8.1.  Geographic location of counties included in Alabama Black Belt 

 

The M&B Railroad runs through the heart of the Black Belt in Alabama.  Improved rail access 
coupled with the industrial site availability could make it possible for this region of the Southeast 
U.S. to compete for and secure a major project which may provide the stimulus needed to break 
the cycle of no jobs – no future that many in the area have seen for generations.    
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Alabama Department of Transportation

Meridian and Bigbee Railroad

Alabama Black Belt Infrastructure and Development Project
Project Schedule

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 Preliminary

1.1 Submit the application and Get the approval

1.2 Administration (Third Party Contractor)

1.3 Engineering and Project Management

2 Materials

2.1 Rail 115RE

2.2 Thermite Weld (turnouts)

2.3 Electric Flash-Butt Weld

2.4 Tie Plate (14-3/4")

2.5 Tie Plate (18")

2.6 Spikes (5/8" x 6")

2.7 Anchors

2.8 Joint Bars

2.9 Bolts/Nuts (1" x 6")

2.10 Washers

2.11 Liquid Tie Plug (SpikeFast)

2.12 Turnout (#10 RBM)

2.13 Ballast (turnouts)

2.14 Ballast (surfacing)

2.15 Crossties

2.16 Asphalt (road crossing patch)

2.17 Highway grade crossings

2.18 Railroad at-grade crossing

2.19 Insulated Joints (bonded epoxy)

2.20 Salvage Old Rail

3 Labor

3.1 New Rail Installation 115RE

3.2 Welding 

3.3 Turnout Installation

3.4 Internal Labor (Flagging, Inspection, Signals)

3.5 Internal Misc. (Eqpmt, Vehicle, Lodging)

3.6 Diamond Installation

3.7 Road Crossing patch

3.8 Surfacing

3.9 Surfacing (turnouts)

4 Closings

4.1 Administration closing

Num Items

Month 1 Month 2

Week Week

Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 14Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 Month 13

WeekWeekWeek Week Week Week Week

Month 15

Week Week Week WeekWeek Week

09-09-09 MNBR TIGER Engineering Info,

Project Schedule With Manpower)

FINAL SCHEDULE

FOR TIGER SUBMISSION As of September 9, 2009
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Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION WORKSHEET 

 
Note:  The purpose of this worksheet is to assist proposal sponsors in gathering and organizing materials 
for environmental analysis required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), particularly for 
proposals, which may qualify as Categorical Exclusions and to assist the FRA in evaluating requests from 
project sponsors for categorical exclusion determinations.  Categorical Exclusions are categories of 
actions (i.e. types of projects) that the FRA has determined, based on its experience, typically do not 
individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the human environment and which generally do 
not require the preparation of either an environmental impact statement or an environmental assessment.   
 
Submission of the worksheet by itself does not meet NEPA requirements.  FRA must concur in writing 
with the proposal sponsor’s Categorical Exclusion recommendation for NEPA requirements to be met.  
Please complete this worksheet using compatible word processing software and submit and transmit the 
completed form in electronic format. 
 

For Agency Use  Date Received:               

Reviewed By:       
              Date:       

Recommendation for action: 
 Accept     Return for Revisions    Not Eligible 

Comments:        
 

Concurrence by Counsel: 
                 Accept Recommendation   Return with Comments 

Reviewed By:        
              Date:       

Comments:       
 

Concurrence by Approving Official:       
 

Date:        

 
I. PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION 
 
Proposal Sponsor 
Meridian & Bigbee, LLC 

Date Submitted 
      

FRA Identification Number (if any) 
      

Proposal Title 
Rail Safety Upgrades, State of Alabama 

Location (Include Street Address, City or Township, County, and State) 
Choctaw, Marengo, Dallas, and Lowndes Counties, Alabama 

Contact Person   
Jerry Vest 

Phone 
412-963-1805 

E-mail Address 
jvest@gwrr.com 

Note:  Fully describe the proposal including specifics that may be of environmental concern such as: widening 
an embankment to stabilize roadbed; repairing or replacing bridge piers foundations, including adding rip-rap 
in a waterway; earthwork and altering natural (existing) drainage patterns and creating new water discharge; 
contaminated water needing treatment; building a new or adding on to a shop building; fueling or collection of 
fuel or oil and contaminated water; building or extending a siding; and building or adding on to a yard. 

Description of Proposal 
Replace and upgrade 125 miles of open hearth rail with premium head hardened 

continuous welded rail from milepost 19.7 to 144.7 including replacement of 

turn-outs and bridge upgrades. 

Purpose and Need of Proposal 
The purpose of the project is to create a stable track structure that is capable 

of handling increased train speeds and increased weight capacity of industry 

standard 286,000 pound cars.  The upgrades will enable M&B to meet demands of 

its current customers and attract new customers.  The new infrastructure will 

increase the safety of transported goods, including hazard ous material 

shipments. 
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II.  NEPA CLASS OF ACTION  

 
 

Answer the following questions to determine the proposal's potential class of action. 

A. Will the proposal substantially impact the natural, social and / or human environment? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue)  

 Actions that will significantly impact the environment require preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Statement.  These proposals typically include construction or extension of rail lines or rail facilities including 
passenger, high speed, or freight rail activities.  

 

B. Is the significance of the proposal's social, economic or environmental impacts 
unknown? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

C. Does Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act apply?  (i.e. proposal requires the 
use of publicly owned land of a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of 
national, State, or local significance, or land of an historic site of national, State, or local 
significance, as determined by the Federal, State, or local officials having jurisdiction over the 
park, area, refuge, or site.) 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

D. Is the proposal likely to require detailed evaluation of more than a few potential impacts? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

E. Is the proposal likely to generate intense public discussion or concern, even though it 
may be limited to a relatively small subset of the community? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

F. Is the proposal inconsistent with any Federal, State, or local law, regulation, ordinance, or 
Judicial or administrative determination relating to environmental protection? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

G. Is the proposal an integral part of a program of current Federally supported actions which, 
when considered separately, would not be classified as major actions, but when 
considered together may result in substantial impacts? 

  YES (Contact FRA)  NO (Continue) 

 
 

 If the answer to any of the questions B through G is "YES", contact the FRA to determine whether the 
proposal requires preparation of an Environmental Assessment. 

 

H. Is the proposal consistent with one of the following potential Categorical Exclusions?  
FRA Procedures for Considering Environmental Impacts, 64 FR 28545 (May 26, 1999) 

  YES (Mark category and continue as indicated)  NO (Contact FRA)  

  

 Financial assistance or procurements solely for planning or design activities that do not commit the FRA or 
its applicants to a particular course of action affecting the environment.  (stop and submit to FRA) 

 State rail assistance grants for acquisition. (Continue to Part III) 

 Operating assistance to a railroad to continue existing service or to increase service to meet demand, 
where the assistance will not result in a change in the effect on the environment.  (stop and submit to FRA) 

 Acquisition of existing railroad equipment, track and bridge structures, electrification, communication, 
signaling or security facilities, stations, maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment bases, and 
other existing railroad facilities or the right to use such facilities, for the purpose of conducting operations of 
a nature and at a level of use similar to those presently or previously existing on the subject properties. 
(Complete Part III, Sections H, I, U, & V and submit to FRA) 

 
Research, development and/or demonstration of advances in signal, communication and/or train control 
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systems on existing rail lines provided that such research, development and/or demonstrations do not 
require the acquisition of substantial amounts of right-of-way, and do not substantially alter the traffic 
density [or operational] characteristics of the existing rail line.  (Continue to Part III) 

 Temporary replacement of an essential rail facility if repairs are commenced immediately after the 
occurrence of a natural disaster or catastrophic failure.  (Continue to Part III) 

 Changes in plans for a proposal for which an environmental document has been prepared, where the 
changes would not alter the environmental impacts of the action.  (Continue to Part III describing the full 
consequences of the changes only) 

 Maintenance of: existing railroad equipment; track and bridge structures; electrification, communication, 
signaling, or security facilities; stations; maintenance-of-way and maintenance-of-equipment bases; and 
other existing railroad-related facilities. ("Maintenance" means work, normally provided on a periodic basis, 
which does not change the existing character of the facility, and may include work characterized by other 
terms under specific FRA programs) (Continue to Part III) 

 Financial assistance for the construction of minor loading and unloading facilities, provided that proposals 
are consistent with local zoning, do not involve the acquisition of a significant amount of land, and do not 
significantly alter the traffic density characteristics of existing rail or highway facilities.  (Continue to Part III) 

 Minor rail line additions including construction of side tracks, passing tracks, crossovers, short connections 
between existing rail lines, and new tracks within existing rail yards, provided that such additions are 
consistent with existing zoning, do not involve acquisition of a significant amount of right of way, and do not 
substantially alter the traffic density characteristics of the existing rail lines or rail facilities.  (Continue to Part 
III) 

 

 

Improvements to existing facilities to service, inspect, or maintain rail passenger equipment, including 
expansion of existing buildings, the construction of new buildings and outdoor facilities, and the 
reconfiguration of yard tracks.  (Continue to Part III) 

 Environmental remediation through improvements to existing and former railroad track, infrastructure, 
stations and facilities, for the purpose of preventing or correcting environmental pollution of soil, air or water. 
(Continue to Part III) 

 Replacement, reconstruction, or rehabilitation of an existing railroad bridge, including replacement with a 
culvert, that does not require the acquisition of a significant amount of right-of-way. (Continue to Part III) 

 
III.  PROPOSAL INFORMATION FOR CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS 

 Complete Part III unless indicated otherwise in Part II and submit to FRA.   
 
For work to fixed facilities, maps displaying the following, as applicable, are required to be 
attached for FRA review: 

• Proposal vicinity 
• Proposal Site Plan indicating the USGS Quadrangle and Section 
• Other Information as necessary to complete Part III 

 

A.   Describe how the proposal satisfies the purpose and need identified in Part I: 

The existing rail infrastructure of the M&B is light-weight open hearth 

rail that was designed to accommodate rail traffic as it existed at the 

turn of the 19th century.  The project will strengthen M&B's track 

structure, allowing M&B to better meet the needs of current customers 

that are forced to lightload cars.  The new track structure will also 

attract potential customers that require industry standard 286,000 

pound railcars to efficiently ship by rail and contribute to the 

ultimate goal of increasing weight capacity over the 145-mile M&B rail 

system.  The M&B operates a 145-mile rail system in the states of 

Alabama and Mississippi.  This line handled 19,305 carloads in 2008, 

some of which involved hazardous material.  The continuation of 

dependable rail service will strengthen the economic viability of the 

deep southern states and keep hazardous materials on the rails instead 

of the public roads of Alabama and Mississippi.  
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B. 

 
Location & Land Use:  For fixed facilities, attach a map or diagram, at an appropriate scale, 
identifying the location of the proposal site and if applicable, the surrounding land uses and zoning of the 
site and surrounding properties.  If the proposal would require many pages of maps or diagrams, include 
only a location map and contact FRA to determine if additional information is required.  A map or diagram 
that identifies locations of critical resource areas, wetlands, potential historic sites, or sensitive noise 
receptors such as schools, hospitals, and residences should be included if there is the potential for impacts 
to these resources.  
 
Briefly describe the existing land use of the proposal site and surrounding properties and resources. 

M&B tracks run through predominantly rural, agricultural land in 

Choctaw, Marengo, Dallas, and Lowndes Counties in Alabama.  The 

surrounding land is occupied with farmland, with the exception of the 

urban and high population density area of Selma, Alabama. 

 

C.   Historic Resources:  If any cultural, historic, or archaeological resources are located in the immediate 
vicinity of the proposal, check and describe the resource(s) and then describe any potential effect of the 
proposal on the resource(s).  Consultation with the SHPO is necessary when these resources are 
potentially affected.   

  
 Cultural:          

 
 Historical:           

 

 Archaeological:         

  
Has consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer occurred?  If so, describe and attach relevant 
correspondence. 

 
 Consultation with SHPO:         

 

D.   Public Notification: Briefly describe any public outreach efforts undertaken on behalf of the proposal, if 
any.  Indicate opportunities the public has had to comment on the proposal (e.g., Board meetings, open 
houses, special hearings). 

N/A 

 
Indicate prominent concerns expressed by agencies or the public regarding the proposal, if any. 

      

 

E. 

 
Transportation:  Would the proposal have a detrimental effect on other railway operations or 
impact road traffic, or increase demand for parking? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe potential transportation, traffic, and parking impacts, and address 
capacity constraints and potential impacts to existing railroad and highway operations.  Include maps or 
diagrams indicating any impacts and any proposed modifications to existing railways or roadways or parking 
facilities.  Also, summarize any consultation that has occurred with other railroads or highway authorities 
whose operations this project will impact. 
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F.  Noise and Vibration:  Are permanent noise or vibration impacts likely? 
   No (continue)        Yes, describe how the proposal will involve noise impacts.  If the proposal will 

result in a change in noise sources (number or speed of trains, stationary sources, etc.) and sensitive 
receptors (residences, hospitals, schools, parks, etc.) are present, apply screening distances for noise and 
vibration assessment found in FRA noise impact assessment guidance manual (and FTA’s manual as 
needed) and compare proposal location with nearest receptor(s).  If the screening distance is not achieved, 
attach a “General Noise and/or Vibration Assessment.” 
 

Noise         Vibration  

New rail will be installed as continuous welded rail (CWR).  Trains 

operating over CWR are quieter and transfer less vibration into the 

ground because of the absence of joints (every 33 to 39 feet) that 

typically cause the traditional "clickity-clack" train sound.  No 

general assessment conducted. 

As a result of the general assessment(s) are there noise or vibration impacts? 

 No (continue)         Yes (Describe and provide map identifying sensitive receptors): 

      

 

G.   Air Quality:  Does the proposal have the potential to increase concentrations of ambient criteria 
pollutants to levels that exceed the NAAQS, lead to the establishment of a new non-attainment 
area, or delay achievement of attainment? 

   No (continue)        Yes, attach an emissions analysis for General Conformity regarding Carbon 
Monoxide (CO), Ozone (O3), Particulate Matter (PM10), Nitrous Oxides (NOx), and Carbon Dioxide (CO2), 

and include a hot spot analysis if indicated.  Describe any substantial impacts from the proposal. 

        

 
Is the proposal located in a Non-Attainment or Maintenance area?  

 No (continue)        Yes, for which of the following pollutants: 
 

 Carbon Monoxide (CO)     Ozone (O3)    Particulate Matter (PM10) 

 

H. Hazardous Materials:  Does the proposal involve the use or handling of hazardous materials? 
  No (continue)      Yes, describe use and measures that will mitigate any potential for release and 

contamination. 

      

 

I.   Hazardous Waste:  If the proposal site is in a developed area or was previously developed or 
used for industrial or agricultural production, is it likely that hazardous materials will be 
encountered by undertaking the proposal? (Prior to acquiring land or a facility with FRA funds, FRA 
must be consulted regarding the potential presence of hazardous materials)   
 

   No, explain why not and describe the steps taken to determine that hazardous materials are not 
present on the proposal site and then continue to question I. 

The project is to replace existing open hearth brittle rail with 

continuous welded head hardened rail in an area that is generally low 

density and rural.  No hazardous waste is expected to be encountered or 

generated. 

      
   Yes, complete a Phase I site assessment and attach.   

 
If a Phase I survey was completed, is a Phase II site assessment recommended?   

   No (continue)        Yes, describe the mitigation and clean-up measures that will be taken to 
remediate any hazardous materials present and what steps will be taken to ensure that the local community 
is protected from contamination during construction and operation of the proposal. 
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J.   Property Acquisition: Is property acquisition needed for the proposal? 
   No (continue)        Yes, indicate whether the acquisition will result in relocation of businesses or 

individuals.  Note:  To ensure eligibility for Federal participation, grantees may not acquire property with 
either local matching or Federal funds prior to completing the NEPA process and receiving written FRA 
concurrence in both the NEPA recommendation and property appraisals. 

      

 

K. Community Disruption and Environmental Justice:  Does the proposal present potentially 
disruptive impacts to adjacent communities? 

   No (continue)        Yes, provide a socio-economic profile of the affected community.  Indicate 
whether the proposal will have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority or low-income 
populations.  Describe any potential adverse effects and any community resources likely to be impacted.  
Describe outreach efforts targeted specifically at minority or low-income populations. 

      

 

L. Impacts On Wetlands:  Does the proposal temporarily or permanently impact wetlands or 
require alterations to streams or waterways? 

   No (continue)        Yes, show wetlands and waters on the site map and classification.  Describe the 
proposal’s potential impact to on-site and adjacent wetlands and waters and attach any coordination with 
the State and US Army Corps of Engineers.   

      

 

M. Floodplain Impacts:  Is the proposal located within the 100-year floodplain or are regulated 
floodways affected? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe the potential for impacts due to changes in floodplain capacity or 
water flow, if any.  If impacts are likely, attach scale maps describing potential impacts and describe any 
coordination with regulatory entities.   

It is our belief that the railroad tracks are above the 100-year 

elevation levels although the fill is within the 100-year floodplain.  

This maintenance improvement project replaces rail already in place; 

therefore, no floodplain impacts are likely. 

  

N. Water Quality:  Are protected waters of special quality or concern, essential fish habitats, or 
protected drinking water resources present at or directly adjacent to the proposal site? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe water resource and the potential for impact from the proposal, and 
any coordination with regulatory entities. 

      

 

O. Navigable Waterways:  Does the proposal cross or have effect on a navigable waterway? 
   No (continue)        Yes, describe potential for impact and any coordination with US Coast Guard. 

The railroad structure crosses the Tombigbee River in Pennington, AL 

and the Alabama River in Selma, AL.  The proposal calls for upgrades to 

bridges at these locations and no alterations to existing and sustained 

conditions of the navigable waterways are expected. 

 

P. Coastal Zones:  Is the proposal in a designated coastal zone? 
   No (continue)        Yes, describe coordination with the State regarding consistency with the coastal 

zone management plan and attach the State finding if available.  

      

 

Q. Prime and Unique Farmlands:  Does the proposal involve the use of any prime or unique 
farmlands? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe potential for impact and any coordination with the Soil Conservation 
Service of the US Department of Agriculture. 
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R. Ecologically Sensitive Areas And Endangered Species:  Are any ecologically sensitive 
natural areas, designated wildlife or waterfowl refuges, or designated critical habitat areas 
(woodlands, prairies, wetlands, rivers, lakes, streams, and geological formations determined to 
be essential for the survival of a threatened or endangered species) within or directly adjacent to 
the proposal site? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe them and the potential for impact.  Describe any consultation with 
the State and the US Fish and Wildlife Service about the impacts to these natural areas and on threatened 
and endangered fauna and flora that may be affected.  If required prepare a biological assessment and 
attach. 

      

 
S. Safety And Security:  Are there safety or security concerns about the proposal? 

   No (continue)        Yes, describe the safety or security concerns and the measures that would need 
to be taken to provide for the safe and secure operation of the proposal after its construction.  

      

 

T. Construction Impacts:  Are major construction period impacts likely? 
   No (continue)        Yes, describe the construction plan and identify impacts due to construction noise, 

utility disruption, debris and spoil disposal, and address air and water quality impacts, safety and security 
issues, and disruptions of traffic and access to property and attach scale maps as necessary. 

      

 

U. Cumulative Impacts:  Are cumulative impacts likely?  
A “cumulative impact" is the impact on the environment that results from the incremental 
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other 
actions. Cumulative impacts may include ecological (such as the effects on natural resources 
and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems), aesthetic, 
historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or resulting from smaller 
actions that individually have no significant impact.  Determining the cumulative environmental 
consequences of an action requires delineating the cause-and-effect relationships between the 
multiple actions and the resources, ecosystems, and human communities of concern. 

 
   No (continue)        Yes, describe the reasonably foreseeable: 

(a) Direct impacts, which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place.   

      

 
(b) Indirect impacts, which are caused by the action and are later in time or farther 

removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.  Indirect impacts may 
include growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the 
pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and 
water and other natural systems, including ecosystems. 

      

 

V. Related Federal, State, or Local Actions:  Indicate whether the proposal requires any of the following 
actions (e.g., permits) by other Agencies and attach copies of relevant correspondence.  It is not necessary 
to attach voluminous permit applications if a single cover Agency transmittal will indicate that a permit has 
been granted.  Permitting issues can be described in the relevant resource discussion in sections B-S 
above.  

  
 Section 106  Historic and Culturally Significant Properties 

 
 Section 401/404  Wetlands and Water 

 

 USCG 404 Navigable Waterways 
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 Executive Orders  Wetlands, Floodplains, Environmental Justice 

 
 Clean Air Act  Air Quality 

 

 Endangered Species Act  Threatened and Endangered Biological Resources 
 

 Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act  Essential Fish Habitat 

 
 Safe Drinking Water Act 

 
 Other State or Local Requirements  (Describe)        

 

X. Mitigation:  Describe mitigation measures which address identified impacts and have been 
incorporated into the proposal, if any. 
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